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Note

It was a joint effort to “break” the Vatican code systems. The SSA and GC&CS

together pooled their resources to accomplish this task. The SSA is an

abbreviation for Signal Security Agency, an organization later termed the Army

Security Agency, one of the foundation organizations which contributed to the

formation of the present National Security Agency. The GC&CS is likewise the

abbreviation for Government Code and Cypher School. This was the British code

and ciphers organization at Bletchley Park in London during World War II.

Today the GC&CS is better known as GCHQ, an abbreviation for Government

Communications Headquarters located in Cheltenham, England. Unlike the

NSA, which is under the military’s Defense Department, GCHQ is today part of

the British Foreign Office.
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Foreword

The general plan follows the plan used for Italian Codes and Ciphers

1939-1943 . much of which applies equally well to Vatican systems, at

least so far as the common language creates similar problems in book

recovery and editing of messages. In discussing the various systems

the order is from solved to unsolved systems, from systems using

trigraphs to those using tetragraphs, and from those using one null

to those using two. It is intended to bring the discussion up to date

whenever sufficient progress has been made in any period.

18 September 1944
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INTRODUCTION

History of the Solution of Vatican Systems

in SSA and GC&CS 1943-1944

Paragraph

Preliminary Exploration 1

The Gold Section Personnel 2

Progress of KIA 3

Progress of KIB 4

Progress on Other Systems 5

Current Policy 6

1. Prpliminarv Exploration. Work on the solution of the Vatican

systems began early in September 1943, with exploratory examination conducted

by members of the research group. They had, to begin with, a body of several

thousand messages, both code and plain, sorted only by intercept date, mostly

originating in the period after 7 December 1941 but with a few earlier messages.

GC&CS, moreover, had sent a report of progress on solution of Vatican systems,

the result of British analysis begun about June 1942. 1 They had already

identified two systems2 and made considerable progress on the recovery of the

book underlying one of them. A photograph of this reconstruction was received,

with 2,824 values recovered. Likewise, the two tables for encipherment of the

page numbers of KIA had been recovered to about 80 percent each and the two

similar tables of KII to about 60 and 29 percent respectively. The digraphic-

substitution table for the encipherment of message numbers was also solved but

was not sent to SSA.

The American analysts tested the British information, sorted out all KIA

traffic, and solved the relative order of the digraphs in the digraphic-substitution

table for encipherment of message numbers. They also identified in the traffic a

group of messages in tetragraphic system using A and E as nulls, and designated

this tentatively as the “AE” system (KIC).

2. The Gold Section Personnel. At this point (27 September 1943) a

new unit, known as the “Gold Section”, was activated, the personnel being drawn

from the Italian Diplomatic Section at that time being disbanded, owing to the

decline in Italian diplomatic traffic after the fall of Mussolini on 25 July 1943.

1 The British had no information concerning Vatican systems of an earlier date, and no Vatican cryptograpliic

material lias ever been captured.
:
Really three, according to American designations: the “E” system (KIA-KJI) and the "YZ” system (K.IB).
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a With a limited staff and the necessity of organizing

3. ProgressonKLA^ With a
indexing of traffic. Since, for

the routine of the office, wor was gu
^indexed form, a system of

reasons of secunty, traffic^ “d by the fact that the digraphic

logging had to be set up.
numbers had been solved only relatively so

table for the encipherment of messag
. wlt,h tentative message numbers

that all messages had of necessity g corrected however, the log sheets

certainly incorrect. As soon as
further trouble was

were adjusted to the true message
, decoding from photographs of the

experienced. KIA messages were readabie by decotog^ P s
and the

British reconstruction but these were "^dy, often ffiffic^

^^ fcy

pages were arranged in numerical sequ , •>

used in the message and

up the numerical equivalent of the *g^p
Accordingly _

it was necessary to

then consulting the photographs o
• hand for each key. It was

make better decodes than these, and one was madB

‘Jges, and

thus possible to make considerable progress m decodmg Id s
^

these were processed in the reverse of chronological order until oy *P

old KIA messages had been decoded.

Routine produce w„ now: t
tf,

at the present time only such messages as have defimte intelhgence vai

processed beyond decoding.

Very shortly it became clear that the digraphic substitution table for

encipherment of message numbers was 11 points off the true position and tins

was corrected. One further digraph was later corrected on the basis

£
Bntish

comments, but the table (presented in Figure 1) is sound and has stood

more the 8,000 messages in the various systems using it.

Active book recovery of KIA continued until May 1944 when the imit was

united with the Italian Diplomatic Section. At the present writing (8 Septembe

1944) a total of 5,875 identifications have been entered, 2 >
824 r

^
e*ve ™

British, 3,051 recovered in the SSA. Since May 1944, progress m ^°k^ery

has been incidental to editing, no other attempt to recover values bemg earned

at the present time.

a Prnp-ress on KIB. As soon as initial pressure lessened, serious work

was begun on KIB, but this was hampered by lack of personnel andl even.moreiby

lsrlc of sufficient traffic One of the most fruitful sources of help in the eaiiy

"
tb. discery of crib,. S-h for crib,/b—™; ™

srreatlv hampered by the fact that the natural place to look for cnbs was

tiaffic in KIB in the Washington circuit and traffic in KII in the London cue
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but the SSA did not3 regularly receive the second body of traffic, and GC&CS did

not regularly receive complete coverage of the first. Only by accident did the

British intercept a KIB message to Washington with the same plain-text as a KII

message to London on the same date. No such crib was ever found in the SSA

with only seven intercepts in KII available. From this crib, however, the British

were able to establish the fact that KIB was a book of the same type as KIA but

not identical with it, enciphered according to a much more complicated system of

digraphic and monoliteral substitution tables. They believed that KIB was

somewhat larger and had its personal and geographical names scattered through

the general vocabulary rather than segregated in an appendix. As the available

traffic continued to be studied, these facts were borne out, but before December

1943, the only significant discovery, made about the same time on both sides of

the Atlantic, was that the date appeared to have some relation to the

encipherment and that different circuits appeared to use different keys. The

British had by that time successfully isolated one family of messages which they

called “WAMADU” (Washington, Madrid, Dublin traffic, and also used elsewhere,

as was later discovered).

It now became desirable to index the traffic by IBM methods, and most of

December was given over to the long task of preparing the traffic so as to remove,

for reasons of security, any evidence of its origin. Once indexes and message

prints were available in January, analysis began in the SSA, and copies were

immediately sent to GC&CS. By examining beginnings and endings of messages

and by using statistical methods, more “WAMADU” messages were found, and

three other families were isolated, the “OJ”, “DR”, and “FS” families, so-called

from frequent digraphs used, but many messages resisted classification. At the

beginning ofMay active work on KIB was suspended.

5. Progress in Other Systems. While the KIB material was being

processed by IBM, all available KIZ plain-text messages were read for their value

as examples of Vatican habits of diction and then destroyed. All code messages

were examined and logged with the result that external features of KID, KIE,

KIF, KIG, and KIH were identified. With the exception of a very small number of

special cases, every available message was logged. In the systems mentioned

there was too little traffic for any intensive study except in KIF. Here, the system

of sixteen keys was recognized, and the traffic was indexed by IBM with the hope

that it would be possible to show that the system is an encipherment of the KIA

book, but these hopes proved in vain as the index appeared far too flat.

3 The same situation still obtains. Matters are now somewhat better since the text of 60 messages in KII has been

received from GC&CS.



„ , At „resent all Vatican traffic is logged, KIA messages

6. CurrenLPalic^ A P
summarized whenever of sufficient

are decoded completely
f;ipH for future study,

intelligence value. All other messages are filed for future y
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VATICAN
SYSTEMS

Paragraph

Language 7

Types of Systems 8

a. Letters

b. Code-group

c. One-part

d. Encipherment

e. Code-group limitation

f. Vocabulary

g. Encipherment of names

General Practices ®

a. System indicators

b. Message numbers
c. Signatures

d. Messages in parts

e. Date of codes

f. Distribution of codes

Code Designations 10

Coverage 1

1

Intelligence 12

7. Language. Latin might have been expected as the basic language of

Vatican codes, but thus far in the experience of the SSA no Vatican code has been

found which is not in Italian. Vatican plain-text (KIZ) appears in Italian, French,

Spanish, Portuguese, German, and English, and occasionally in Latin also, but

Latin messages are not now permitted by the censorship regulations, and those

messages intercepted in Latin have generally been sent by parish priests rather

than by diplomatic representatives. Certain of the unsolved systems may later

prove to be Latin, but this is unlikely since Latin vocabulary is not well suited for

the expression of the facts of everyday life, and the ability to write good Latin,

even in the Church, is rarer than one might think. With the single exception of

Paschal Robinson, the Nuncio to Eire, every diplomatic representative of the Holy

See speaks Italian as a native. Therefore, it is not surprising that Italian is the

language of Vatican codes .

4 Experience gained in the solution of Italian

diplomatic codes has proved invaluable to analysts working on the Vatican

systems, since, in spite of striking differences from the cryptographic point of

view, the linguistic problems in both kinds of traffic are fundamentally the same.

1

It would be interesting to know whether at a date earlier than the experience of the SSA any other language was

used. It is known that H26. an Italian diplomatic code of a date earlier than any other so far captured, is in

French, the older language of diplomacy.
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„ „f Svstems. The Vatican systems so far as is known from the

present st^^afcluSonTexhibit
certain well-defined tendencies.

a. Letters. With one exception (KID) the messages are transmitted in

letters.

. „ . The. code group may be either trigraphic (KIA, KIB,

b. Code-gr—&. KIH) no information being available

KIF, KIG, KID or tetragraphic (KIC, K1E tun;,
relatively small

concerning KID. This means the tngraphic ^ number of possible

books, since permutations of the twen Y'sl*
trigraphs If however, as is

cede groups to . cube of «•.», ndl ,
then *,

«*«"? the case, one.or mo J^ one „„|1 (KIA.

iSTS) “^gfoup^ban £ cub. of twenty-five or 15.625. but

KIA » still further limited, since no vowel is

"“Z,we oTSVlAit Trigrcpt.ic
9 i v = 11 025 which must be close to the actual size

,

systems "with two nulls (KIB, KIG) are hunted to

depending on the possible further limitation of the page

certam that KIA, KIB, KIF, KIG, andL KII must beappro^n^dy

eleven to fifteen thousand. Tetragraphic systems <JIC KIE, K^ pe
y
rmutatlons

be much larger, since they permit a total ot 67b n arm)

wlen all letL are used m .he code group or, *.-•-<» ‘ <™
625 x 625 = 390,625, and when two are used as nulls QS1C1 ,

M )

> ^ are

331 776 5 That any code is so large is highly improbable ,
and

very good that the tetragraphic codes are eclectic and not much larger than the

trigraphic.

c. One-nart. One part codes seem to be the rule with no two-letter

differential, at least so far as is known.

d. F.n ci nherment. Encipherment appears to be based on tables of

letter-for-number substitution, digraphs being used for the Pa

J
e* “ ,F *

hs
codes (KIA KIB KIF, and KID, and as remains to be discovered, eith gr P

ortnStsm the teiragraphic codes. The selection of tables “
on the date, either odd and even days of the month or some other tome pattern

agreed upon by correspondents in advance since no key mdicators appear to be

used. Circuits also may affect the choice of keys m some way not .dways

understood. In some instances (KIB and KII) the position symbol may preced

that of the page in the transmission, but more usually the page ym

Keys may also change within the message at will.



e. Code-group limitation. Certain letters are omitted from the

composition of the trigraph, either one or two in each system, and these are

inserted in the message as nulls, normally between groups rather than within

them, and frequently, if not always, they serve as punctuation. 7 The nulls may be

the same for all keys in a system (KIA, KIB, KIC, KIE, KIH, KII) or they may

vary with the circuit key (KIG), and in one system (KIF) they may vary even

within messages since each key is based on a different null. Normally there may

be one or two nulls, never more.

f. Vocabulary. Code books apparently contain not only the conventional

vocabulary inherent in all codes but also many separate appendixes which may be

placed either before or after the vocabulary and may contain a wide variety of

specialized groups:

(1) Christian and place names

(2) Punctuation

(3) Numbers
(4) Phrases frequent in telegrams

(5) Titles of officials and organizations

(6) Lists of dioceses, etc.

(7) Time adverbs

(8) Inflectional forms of frequent auxiliary verbs

(9) Diseases and health

(10) Miscellaneous

Some of these pages may differ in different copies of the same book, either as the

result of official addenda or because even in the printed copy special lists of

groups frequent in the traffic have been provided only in the copies assigned to

that circuit while the same group in other circuits has different values. Vatican

codes do not have surnames as do Italian diplomatic codes.

g. Encipherment of names. Cipher systems are unknown among

Vatican systems, but cipher is mixed with code in KIA, KIB, KII, and probably in

the others as well, to spell long and unfamiliar names. This method is offered as

an alternative to spelling out the name with code groups. A doublet of nulls

before and after the cipher, e.g. EE EE8
,
indicates the use of such a spelling

cipher; between these doublets, monoalphabetic substitution is applied to the

plain text, as in KIA and KII, or polyalphabetic substitution, with random-mixed

alphabets, as in KIB. When the name to be spelled is long, considerable economy

is the result, because it is necessary to transmit only four more letters than the

number in the plain text, but short names may be spelled more economically with

code groups, since the two doublets may be then omitted. That at times the code

In KJA the null seems to occur almost always at a break in thought.
8 When there arc two nulls the possibilities for variety are manifold: See p. 3 1 below.
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elerlt wdl uae the wrong .able, ...» » ***» -*« **“'» f““
are .eparate from the page encipherment tables.

9. ^—1 Pra ctices. Certain features of Vatican communications are of

interest:

c indicators The first letter of every message is a system

a. System indicators,
variants which may

indicator9 and, with one exception, each system has a set

be used alternately without other significance.

KIA: W, X, Y, Z or B, C, D, E

KIB: B, C, D, E,

KIC: I, J, K, L, M, (N?)

KID: no information available

KIE: no information available

KIF: Q, R, S, T, U, V
KIG: J, K, L, M, (N?)

KIH: A (no variants)

KII: I, J, K. L- M

The possible confusion between KIA and KIB is £
method of indicating the message number. KIC, KIG, and Kii app

^ ^ ^
same set of system indicators. e

oubtful letter 0 appears not

simultaneously, and both are now obsolete N is a doubtful letter,

to fit the table as given, and P is never found in any traffic.

b Messagenumbers^These are always enciphered and may appear

as trigraphs or digraphs, immediately following the system

trigraphs, then they may be decoded by using the num e P S

(KIA and KIR. This method was m use very widely in 1942 •
“

-

1™‘ “

abandoned except for Tokyo and one South American station andl in.1944

used for Tokyo alone. In its place a table

01 to 100 is used in all other traffic (excepting KID, KIE, and some s
h

KIG) There is no confusion between KIA and KIB since messag

B C D or E will be KIA if they have a tngraphic message number and KIB fi

they have
1

a^digraphie message number. The samê graphic table -sed with

KIA, KIB, KIC, KIF, KIH, and KII, but never with HD or KIH and V ^
with KIG. Other KIG messages may have a similar but different t . t

.

messages bear no message number but have the word circolare (in code) “

of th. mee.age number Mes««s« between outlying Marions ore unnumberel

%,ure / shew, thi. table In dee.ph.ring and enaphenng forme. When _the

digraph for 100 has been used, the sequence repeats but without
. M h

hundreds. Occasional cross references to messages of which the number high

9 When messages begin with AA. apparently the sign for “urgent”, the indicator then follows.



DIGRAPHIC SUBSTITUTION TABLE FOR MESSAGE NUMBERS

DECIPHERING

R S T U V W X Y_Z
^EnimEIllEElEaiSlEiaEilEa^ESEllESEllEQESGSiSEiKQ^iEIlEflii

^l3BiEatESEaElBiBliaEilE]ElBlEaBIE3EaEBE^B[E|p

piniriiiniFiiB[a^E3BlBlEElE3BIP^

BCDEFGH I JKLMNOP
05 69 27 54 75 40 60

44 12 46 24 56 77 97 10 59 02 13 62

I

68 61 65 29 70 95"l8 90 "2T 89"ir 30

ENCIPHERING

123456789

nmraifs?^Dfcmjpirgsii5iEi

EaEaiiaEasiaisiESHis
iPiiiLuglEiBgKSlEIlBBGIH

!if5arof5in rara»a<i]iPidB3

EasaEaiaQaiaaEaisa
EjEj^i^jsgEisaasi
i5nrprafsTsirn3][^[^|ggBB]

FIGURE 1
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j c ^nnonpoQ must be kept in the code bureaus. A

n'ewseriesirsnXe^Z the begmmng of a year or at any other penod.

c. Signatures. These are always sent in dear.

j Messages injiarts, Vatican messages are never sent m parte, no

. how lon7'« but several" short messages are regularly combined or

matter how long,
have its own message number m

the digraphic table.

e Date of codes. KIG was in use roughly from September 1940 to

December 1942, after which it was replaced by KIC which was « force unhl

September 1943 when KIH was introduced. September, then may

Sh of the cryptographic year. The date when KIA w,.introduced is unkn^i,

but it may have been before 1936 since the code does not have the word tor
_

.

afterwards introduced into KIB. Thus KIB was compgd^ some P™bab^

after 1936. From intercepted messages it is clear that KID

old, but there is no evidence as to the dates of the other systems.

f. Distribution of codes. KIA is the basic book assigned to all

stations It is missing in traffic from Bangalore and Indo-China but this

situation is probably due merely to difficulties of distribution. The^ Jations use

KID which also appears in Tokyo and Vichy traffic but then only y

from Indo-China. KIB is a much more secure code thanm aad u us y

more important stations and by many of lesser importance, but not by London o^

Tokyo. It may, in some cases, be supplemented by KIC, KIF, or KIG, o y

KII, held each by a single station, London and Washington, respectlV® Y
b / an^

shows the distribution of Vatican codes by stations, - Figure a y
,

Figure 4 shows the stations classified according to the number of

holds.

10. Designations. The Vatican codes are known to their users by

titles taken from colors, perhaps from the color of the covers.

KIA: Cifrario rosso (red)

10
Trigraphic messages are. of course, only a little more than three-fifths as long as pe"^^^/"

e

e^8

o

e

/nulls
150 pentagraphic groups could be expressed in 100 trigraphs, assuming the same co

Vatican traffic is therefore on the average shorter than Italian diplomatic traffic.

vvill at
1

1

Occasionally the code clerk vvill use a digraphic number within a message. In this case the in g

once go out of phase. Such a number may be easily identified.

12
Only stations regularly transmuting traffic are listed. When a nuncio or delegate goes to ^ay

temporarily transmit from that place. A few stations have transmitted only a single message, e.g. ppo

Mexico City.



KIB: Cifrario giallo (yellow)

KIC: Cifrario verde (green)

Others: unknown

11

11. Coverage. Coverage of Vatican traffic is now much higher than was

ever possible in the case of Italian diplomatic traffic in the days when the Italians

had many representatives and were sending and receiving large volumes in every

system. All cable traffic to and from stations in the Western Hemisphere is

intercepted 100 percent, but even Tokyo traffic, which must be intercepted

exclusively by electrical means, is covered 96 percent, and many of the more

important European stations nearly as well.

12. Intelligence. Vatican diplomatic traffic consists of the following

types:

Routine Church business,

prisoner-of-war business,

commercial,

diplomatic, and
personal.

t
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VATICAN SYSTEMS-DISTRIBUTION BY STATIONS

Asuncion

Bangalore

Berlin

Berne
Beyoglu

Beyrouth

Bogota

Bratislava

Bucharest

Budapest

Buenos Aires

Caracas

Dublin

Guatemala
Hanoi-Hue*

Havana
Honduras

La Paz
Leopoldville

Lima
Lisbon

London
Madrid
Montevideo

Ottowa
Peking
Port-au-Prince-Ciudad Trujillo

1

Quito

Rio de Janeiro

San Jose - Panama-Managua*

San Salvador

Santiago

Sofia

Sydney

Tokyo
Vichy

Washington

KIA, KIB, KIC

KID
KIA, KIB, KIF

KIA, KIB, KIF

KIA, KIB ?

KIA
KIA, KIB, KIC, KIG

KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB, KIG

KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB
KID
KIA, KIB
KIA
KIA, KIB, KID, KIG

KIA
KIA, KIB, KIG

KIA, KIB, KIF

KIA, KIB, KIC, KII“

KIA, KIB, KIF

KIA, KIB
KIA, KIF, KIG

KIE
KIA, KIB, KIC, KIG

KIA, KIB, KIG

KIA, KIB, KIC

KIA, KIG
KIA, KIB
KIA, KIB, KIG

KIA, KIB ?

KIA, KIC ?

KIA, KID r*
KIA, KIB, KIC, KID***, KIF
,rTA T/T D I/Ir KIF KIG. K1H

FIGURE 2

Traffic from either station is signed by the same man and belongs to the same senes.

••
Full Information concerning the London books is not available^

nQ eyidence^ the stations“ KID messages have been sent and received by these stations, b
where KID is

themselves can read the messages since in every case the message ts a relay to or from the Far

held.
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VATICAN SYSTEMS-DISTRIBUTION BY SYSTEMS

KIA: All diplomatic posts except Bangalore, Hanoi-Hue, Peking

KIB: Asuncion, Berlin, Berne, Beyoglu (?), Bogota, Bratislava, Bucharest,

Budapest, Buenos Aires, Caracas, Dublin, Guatemala, Havana, La

Paz, Lima, Lisbon, London, Madrid, Mexico, Montevideo, Port-au-

Prince-Cuiadad Trujillo, Quito, Rio de Janeiro, San Salvador,

Santiago, Vichy, Washington,

KIC: Asuncion, Bogota, London, Port-au-Prince-Cuidad Trujillo, Rio de

Janeiro, Santiago, Vichy, Washington

KID: Bangalore, La Paz, Hanoi-Hue, Tokyo, Vichy

KIE: Peking

KIF: Berlin, Berne, Lisbon, Madrid, Ottowa, Vichy, Washington

KIG: Bogota, Buenos, Aires, Guatemala, La Paz, Ottowa, Port-au-Prince-

Cuidad Trujillo, Quito, San Jose - Panama-Managua, Santiago,

Washington

KIH: Washington

KII: London

FIGURE 3



VATICAN SYSTEMS-DISTRIBUTION

BY NUMBER OF BOOKS HELD

One book: Beyrouth, Honduras, Leopoldville, Toyko

Two books: Beyoglu, Bratislava, Bucharest, Budapest Caracas, Dubhn,

Havana, Montevideo, San Salvador, San Jose

Managua

Three books: Asuncion, Berlin, Berne, Buenos Aires, Guatemala, Lisbon,

Madrid, Ottowa, Quito, Rio de Janeiro

Four books: Bogota, La Paz, London, Port-au-Pnnce-Cuidad Trujillo,

Santiago

Five books: Vichy ?

Six books: Washington

FIGURE 4
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SOLVED SYSTEMS, THE RED CODE (KIA, KII)

Paragraph

General 13

The Code 14

Encipherment 15

a. Page encipherment

(1) Page key no. 1 (KIA)

(2) Page key no. 2 (KIA)

(3) Page key no. 3 (KII)

(4) Page key no. 4 (KII)

b. Position encipherment

c. Spelling encipherment

d. Transposition

Cryptanalysis 16

a. Solution in GC&CS
b. Solution in the SSA

13. General. The book underlying KIA and KII is known to its users as “il

cifrario rosso” (the red code) though it is not clear whether this is merely a loose

way of referring to the color of the cover or is the exact designation of the title

page. As the letter E is used as a null, the code was first designated by the

British as the “E” system, a name which continues to be used in GC&CS, though

the American designation is now KIA and KII, two short titles indicating different

encipherments. The code is used for general purposes, restricted and confidential,

though occasionally it will be used for secret communications, e.g., circulars sent

to stations not having KIB or another more secret system. It was in use at least

as long ago as 1936, but how much earlier is unknown. Nearly every station has a

copy (see Figures 2-4). KIA messages may be identified by the system indicator

which is W, X, Y, or Z, if followed by a digraphic number, or B, C, D, or E, if

followed by a trigraphic number. KII messages begin with I, J, K, L, or M,

followed in each case by a digraphic message number.

14. The Code. The code is one-part, having twenty-five values to a

column, and since code-instruction messages refer to the columns as “pagine

(pages), there is probably only one column to the page. The exact number of pages

is unknown, but it cannot be greater than 441; the page numbers are enciphered

by digraphs forming a square of 21, and it almost certainly must be at least 438,

since 401 pages have now been identified, with very good evidence to indicate that

groups appear on at least thirty-seven more. The size of the book, then, must fall

between a minimum of 10,950 and a maximum of 11,025 groups. Certain of the

lines scattered throughout the volume appear to have been blank when the book

was printed, and many of them may still be without values though some have now

been filled with addenda. Different copies of the book have different values on



certain pages, but there is no way of attempting an estimate of the number of

different values in all the copies combined.

The book is made up of a general vocabulary and many appendixes the

former occupying 331 pages and 18 lines on another; so the total of thevocabularj

is 8,294 groups, assuming that each line is filled with a value. e Sener

vocabulary of this code is thus only about half as large as those appearing m the

average Italian diplomatic books. As in them, values appear m the root

plus ending or endings.'3 While most verbs occur only once, some appear to have

several variants for inflectional forms, the second form being frequently, but not

always, the present participle. In diction the vocabulary is likely to be archa^bc,

and there has been no attempt to avoid words regarded as reprehensible by

purists. The Vatican code compilers, as members of an mternational

organization, do not suffer from the intense nationalism of the Fascist Party. No

personal or place names appear in this list, and there is a big percen aS

purely ecclesiastical vocabulary. At the end of the listings under each initial

letter a few lines have apparently been left vacant.'* In general the code is poor

in phrases, poorer in variants, still poorer in less frequent words

ftc.runulosamente must be spelled out in several groups every time it is used, ana

there sure no qualifying groups and no groups giving inflectional endings.

The position of only one of the appendixes can be surely determined This

is the one containing 454 groups for first names and place names, mce 1 en

with Zuriao on line four of the same page as the beginning of the gener

vocabulary on line seven, this appendix must precede the vocabulary. e 0 ers,

arbitrarily placed after the vocabulary by the British, come in some instances

before and in others after, and include the following:

a. punctuation 16

mono
b. numbers; units under 100, hundreds, thousands under

tens of thousands to 200,000 (6 pages)

c. months and days

d. years and anniversaries

e. introductory phrases (6 pages)

f. frequent auxiliary verbs in various forms (6 pages)

g. acts of the Pope

13
For sample pages of the encode and decode forms of this book see Figures 5-7 below, which show the pages

illustrated as thev now stand.
. f .

14
Nineteen lines are unidentified at the end of the letter “E” (page 137) and the same number at the end oi uie

letter “G” (page 159). Some of them have addenda which do not fit the alphabetical range.

15
That is. there are no groups meaning, e.g., “first person plural past." To indicate inflectional endings not

provided for by variants the code clerk must spell out the form in two or more groups, e.g. commumc-gte.

16 One page to each category is understood unless otherwise stated.
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h. names of dioceses, etc. (5 pages)

i. military terms (3 pages) 17

j. titles of heads of orders

k. adverbs of time

l. titles of officials

m. honorary titles

n. canon law
o. diseases and health

p. names of Catholic organizations

q. miscellaneous

Comment is needed on only one item (h). These pages contain lists of

archdioceses, dioceses, vicariates apostolic, prefectures apostolic, etc., 18 the list in

each copy being different from the others and containing those names which

belong to the area in which the representative using the copy is stationed.

Needless to say, such diversity is troublesome in analysis.

15. Encipherment. The three elements which must be enciphered (the

page symbols, the position symbols, and the spelling) are enciphered according to

one of four different keys. Keys 1 and 2 are called KIA and are used by all

stations holding the book, and keys 3 and 4, which are used only in London traffic,

are called KII. Each key provides a method for enciphering each element, and the

use of one key for page encipherment determines that the corresponding key for

position encipherment will be used, and normally, though not always in actual

practice, 19 the key for spelling encipherment will be the same also.

a. Page encipherment. In the four keys for the encipherment of the

page symbols, no relationship has been found. Sometimes a page will by chance

have the same identifying digraph in two keys (e.g., WV on page 189 in keys 1 and

3).

(1) Page kev 1 (KIA) . This key consists of digraphs made up of one

of the twenty-one consonants (Y is a consonant) in either

position, and the 441 digraphs are assigned to the page numbers

in a completely random sequence. In normal practice this key is

used only on odd days of the month, but at times messages sent

on even days will have it, owing to delay in transmitting or to a

garbled date, and when once a message has begun in the odd

key, it may change at will to key 2 simply by including the group

for “change key.”20 For some unknown reason the odd key is

1

These are useful in carrying on works of mercy among soldiers and prisoners of war.
18 No titular sees are included.
19 The result of choosing the wrong key.
20
There is no group for “change system.” When systems are changed, the message says “I now use the ... code.”
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used oftener than one would expect from the nature of the

calendar. The odd table has been recovered for 399 pages,

approximately 90 percent, and the unidentified pages are ah

highly specialized and therefore very infrequent pages. (See

Figure 5)

/o\ Pno-f. trov 9. iKTAi. This key, which alternates with no. 1 on

( > S£rfkionth with the same variations from the norm,

is composed of the identical 441 digraphs but in a completely

different sequence. In this key 401 pages have been dent^d,

approximately 90 percent, and again the unidentified pages ar

highly infrequent. (See Figure 5)

(3) Page key 3 (Kill. This key, used on odd days,21 presumably,

and only in traffic to or from London, is composed of digraphs

having any letter except the null in either position. Since on y

441 of the 625 possibilities are needed, 184 must be omltte
;

probably chosen in a random manner. Of these digraphs^ 323

have been identified, approximately 73 percent. (See Figu

(4) Pane key 4 (Kill. This key, used on even days, presumably, of

the month and only in traffic to or from London, is composed

digraphs in which any letter except E may appear in second

position and any letter but C, E, H, K, P, and V may stand in

first position. Thus, the permutations are 19 x 25 - 4

possibilities, 34 more than are needed. Of these digraphs

_

2®

have been identified, or approximately 59 percent, (bee tigu

5)

b. Potion pncinherment. Here also the encipherment is by four

keys but position key no. 3 is identical with position key no 1 and position.key n.

4 with position key no. 2. The two keys are printed m adjacent columns

page.

(1) Position kevs nos. 1 and 3 (KIA odd days, KII odd days.L

This is a direct standard English alphabet minus E, comprising

the sequence of 25 letters identifying the lines of the page.

(2) Position kev nos. 2 and 4 (KIA even days, KH even days?):

This is a reversed standard English alphabet minus E,

comprising the sequence of 25 letters identifying the lines ot the

page.

21 The point is not absolutely certain, since there seems to be some variation in the 65 messages available.
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KIA: PAGE ENCIPHERMENT DIGRAPHS FIRST
FIFTY PAGES

Page Key 1 Key 2 Page Key 1 Key 2 Key 3 Key 4

1 GT LL FK TI 26 MV TB
2 BB MW 27 SZ mzm
3 NB SA 28 cv JJ

4 KX ZG CK DO 29 TR RZ LO

5 WW RB YD WD 30 BQ NL
6 JF PF WS 31 WB BQ CP NT
7 ss TF BV QO 32 ZF RK NR XP (XR?)

8 XD FP PB ZV 33 FF BL AW LR

9 NJ XC ZN 10 34 JV PC IV UA
til FW LD QB AL 35 XP HQ
li KC RG GD UR 36 TN LB NC
12 RR HG CW IA 37 CZ FL AP
13 SG KK UC WG 38 NC TS TL

14 LD WF GT DU 39 DQ XI DH
15 VW GX UY 39a JW
16 GM YK RQ NJ 40 RC KR ZC QG
17 DN PG “hT" 41 BD CR UT ZR

18 PP VK 42 QX ZN LP DC?

19 YJ NH CF 43 YV EM DH SS

20 HQ NK 44 HZ QH OA
21 VD WT KR 45 GC SJ MHH( . mi*m ;

22 K39 DG OM 46 KR MN
23 JB QC 47 PG WL KH wz
24 NS RR ZW 48 WM HB LV
25 QH GG TJ 49 XK GW JD

FIGURE 5
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i, v^QT1 fminH of a message in which position key no. 1 has

No instance has been finmdl of a mess
^^ therefore fce thought that

been used with page key no.
,

tables - ^ equivalents for both page

- -—

*

encode.22

C Spelling pTicinherment . The absence of surnames in

vocabulary a»i .he relativ. pov.rly of the cod.

desirable. If no. absolutely

JSSKS.rs ST=J
mSSlSc'

b

U.d on the UM* eueiph.uuy

alphabets:

(1) Spelling key no. 1 (KIA odd days): 23

plain:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

cipher: ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJ I HGFEDCB

(2) Spelling key no. 2 (KIA even days):

plain: ABCDEFGHI J K LMN ? ^ wt J! A E I O U
cipher:

BCDFGHJKLMNPQRSTVWXYZAEIOU

(3) Spelling key no. 3 (KII, London traffic only, odd days?): 2*

plain:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

cipher: ENR I WZ AXMQ . UB YDO . VKC P S

(4) Spelling key no. 4 (KII, London traffic only, even days?):25

plain:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

cipher: G.BMTCSAF .DR.ZE. .OUKPIV.

In using these tables, the code clerk will set off the cipher passage tom the

adjacent code groups by doubling the null, e.g. EE .... EE. Occasionally,

22
See Figure 8 below for an illustration of this.

23
Reciprocal alphabets are used here, a standard alphabetic reversed.

24 The omissions result from too few examples in the available traffic.

25 The omissions result from too few examples in the available traffic.
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clerk will confuse cipher and plain components, which makes no difference in the

case of key no. 1 where the alphabets are reciprocal, but elsewhere the result will

be gibberish, but the reverse of the process will quickly produce plain text.

d. Transposition. In keys no. 1 and 2, the group is always sent in

page-position order, whereas in keys 3 and 4 it may be transmitted in position-

page order.

16. Cryptanalysis.

a. Solution in GC&CS. The British began to study the “E” system in

June 1942 and by August 1943 had identified 2,824 values, solved 80 percent of

the two page-encipherment tables of KIA and about 60 and 29 percent

respectively of those of KII, as well as the KIA spelling tables, and the KII

spelling tables as far as they are now solved. Though this office lacks any account

of how these solutions were reached, the steps must have been very much like the

following:26

1. Recognition that the encipherment is trigraphic and that E is a

null;

2. Recognition of the existence of the two keys;

3. Indexing of available traffic by trigraphs;

4. Assignment of arbitrary numbers to the pages of the general

vocabulary, using normal methods of recovery based on

frequencies.

5. Recognition of the pattern of position encipherment as soon as

sufficient groups had been identified;

6. Gradual assignment of more digraphs to the arbitrary numerical

sequence.

7. Normal methods of code recovery thereafter.

8. Solution of the spelling tables as monoalphabetical substitution.

The arbitrary sequence of numbers assigned by the British to the pages

proved to be remarkably accurate. The British themselves discovered three pages

for which they had not provided a number and inserted them as supernumerary

sequences (pages 039a, 070, and 189a). On page 070 no plain value even yet

2,1

This list of steps is in part based on the much fuller reports on KIB.
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American copies *«*.
digraph for this page in key no. 3,

oQ 71 is A = Z chi ;

identified group on page 69 is Y - B cheque,
(386-387),

so it is difficult to see what values would intervene. Two ^
containing a miscellany of frequent words e cjLi

used^ keys nos .

been used in American traffic with keys nos. 1 and 2, but

3 and 4. N. explanation is nU. *o,M,
wiU. ,11

contains the same type of miscellany (csde^, di, &>«*>’

four keys, the digraphs bemg, respectively, Z 1 ,
uu, mu ,

An additional error seems to have been made at page 30d and 305

q

In key

no. 1 the digraphs are, respectively, NM and VK and in key no^ 2 page 305 hasa

reconstructed digraph (VW), but no digraph has been found for
p^
304 In k

y
^

3 and 4, on the other hand, no digraphs have yet been identified tester***

pages The values on the two pages, however, are identical in three instances

and wherever there is a value on only one page of the two, the sequences fit

together nicely except that line N = N has msgmoM on 304 and mMSTe on 305

smeeazwne also appears on line K = Q of page 304 and indeed, ^ analysis have

suspected that the true value of line N = N should be sjmmggt- D^bdess^one ol

the identifications for this line is incorrect, and both sequences are the same, the

cause of the error being incorrect assignment of two digraphs in key no. 1 to this

page.

b. Solution in the SSA. To continue the same topic here, American

analysts recovered two new pages to which they gave the number 389 and 42

containing, respectively, sequences from apostolic to apmm and fro

sottasesretario to spanre. The former proved to be page 39a and ‘belatterfitted

nicely into a lacuna not previously suspected between pages 302 and 303 and1 may

be numbered, according to the British system, page 302a. The rest of the Bntis

page numbers have all been confirmed by American experience.

That some of the appendixes placed after the vocabulary by the British

really belong before it was shown when a message was sent to the Vatican by the

Apostolic Delegate in Washington on 21 October 1943. He asked that a numbero

new values, frequent in his reports, be added to the code, and hespecifiedthe

exact places by giving the numerical values of the pages, i.e., 007, 096, 223 231

367, 411, and 467. Obviously, page 007 must be early in the book, and this

proved, upon being used in the traffic, to be that numbered by the British as 381,

i.e., after the vocabulary. It was not thought advisable, however, to make any

adjustment in the book since this information was fragmentary at best.

When work began in the SSA, the British reconstructions were available in

photographs, making it possible to decode by the process of converting the page

digraph to its numerical equivalent and then to find the value by consulting tha
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page in the photographs. This process was long and tedious, and by being a

double operation provided two chances for error. Moreover, to use it required the

preparation of a separate work-sheet for each message, while in addition it was at

times very difficult to read the British handwriting. Accordingly, it was necessary

to prepare a decode; two were prepared, one for each key (keys nos. 1-2 only). A
blank sheet was prepared for each page, illustrated in Figure 6 for key no 1 and

Figure 7 for key no 2.27 The values were then copied by hand in pencil.28 The

pages, however, were arranged in alphabetical sequence of the page digraphs, not

numerical sequence, and it was thus possible to eliminate from the decoding

process the operation of converting the digraph to the number, and since a copy

was made for each key, it was possible for two decoders to work simultaneously on

different messages. (When “change key” was encountered, the decoder would

simply hand the message to the other decoder for completion.) Current traffic was

decoded first, but, when time permitted, older traffic was processed until in April

1944, all KIA decoding was up to date.

For editing and code recovery the photographs were still used as encodes,29

but in December these were copied once more on blanks similar to those used for

the decode, of which Figure 8 is a sample.30

It would have been useful to make an index of the trigraphs in the available

traffic, but this would have entailed much IBM work, and it was not thought

worth the trouble, particularly since, as one British report put it, in a one-part

code of this type, “any identification that is reached is probably right.”21

Accordingly, book recovery was based in the main on single occurrences of which

the range was known to within a few variations. As time went on, the analysts

began to recall groups which had given trouble and informal notes were made of

their occurrences. These were made by inserting into the encode a record of the

messages in which groups occurred. At first, no record was made of the

occurrence of bad pages (groups of which the digraph had not yet been assigned to

any numerical page) for it was not realized that the British tables were

incomplete - it was thought that these digraphs were garbles. They became so

frequent, however, that they too were indexed in the same informal manner, and,

finally, a blank sheet was set up for each digraph not yet identified. Only three of

the sheets in key no. 1 have no occurrences listed and only eight in key no. 2, and

these may actually be good pages not occurring in the traffic by chance. In any

: No special decodes have been made for keys 3 and 4 (KII) because of insufficient traffic.

:x
In the illustrations the values are typed for greater legibility. In indicating the various keys, red is reserved for

key no. 1, blue for key no. 2. green for key no. 3. and lavender for key no. 4. The pages illustrated contain values

identified after the original copying was made.
29

Strictly speaking, it is not proper to speak of encodes and decodes of a one-part code. The use of more than one

key in encipherment, however, and of a mixed table of page encipherment, has the result of giving to the system

certain two-part features.
30

Later this process was repeated, and there are now available two complete encodes and a decode for each key.

31 The correct page range eliminates all possibilities of garbles in the first two letters and most of them in the

third.
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SAMPLE PAGE OF DECODE FOR KEY NO. 1 (KIA)

ZH*(3)

322 TE*(1) KZ*(2)

A TIVE
B
C TIV
D TO
F

G TOCC ARE
H TOCCAT
I

J TOFLIE
K TOI
L TOL
M
N
0 TOLLERANZA
P TOM
Q TOMBA
R
S

T TON
U TONNELLAT
V TONO
W TONSURAT
X
Y TOR
Z

LI*(3) XG*(4)

181 TB*(1) CC*(2)

A K
B KA
C KE
D KI

F KO
G KU
H
I

J
K
L L

M LL
N LA
0 LAB
P LAC

Q
R
S LACUNA
T
U
ma LAF
W LAGN
X LAGO
Y LAIC

Z

FIGURE 6

*In text, these letters are written in color: 1 - red, 2 - blue, 3 green, 4

lavender.



SAMPLE OF DECODE FOR KEY NO. 2 (KIA)

GK*(3) SF*(4)

339 CC*(1) NG *(2)

CP*(3) JG*(4)

019 YJ*(1) NH*(2)

z
Y VERIFIC
X VERIFICAT
w
V VERITA
u VERO
T
S
R VERS AT

Q VERSAT
P VERSAMENT
0 VERSAMENTI
N VERSION
M VERSO
L VERTE
K
J VES
I VESCOV
H VESCOVAT
G VESCOVIL
F
D
C
B VESTIT
A

Z WASHINGTON
Y
X YOKOHAMA
W ZURIGO
V
U
T A
s A
R AA
q
P ALUI
0 AB
N ABA
M ABATE
L ABBADIA
K ABBADESS A
J ABBANDON
I ABBANDONAT
H
G
F ABBASTANZA
D ABBATT
C
B
A

FIGURE 7

*In text, these letters are written in color: 1 = red, 2 = blue, 3 - green, 4

lavender



SAMPLE PAGE OF ENCODE OF KIA-KII

YN*(3)

173 PT*( 1) GF*(2)

Z INTANTO
Y INTATT
X INTEGR AL MENTE
W INTEGRITA
V I

INTELLECTUAL

S INTEND
R INTENDEVA

INTENDIMENT
INTENS

O INTENTAT
N INTENZION
M INTER

INTERA
K I

INTERCED ERE
INTERCETT

H INTERDETT
G INTERESS

INTERESS
D I

INTERESS AT
C INTERESS

JU*(3) ON*(4)

174 VZ*(1) YD*(2)

Z INTERIN ALE
~

Y INTERNA MENTO
X I

INTERN
INTERNAZIONAL

INTERR ARE
INTERPRET A

INTERPUN
INTERROG
INTERROMP

INTERVALLO
INTERVENIRE

INTERVENZIONE
INTERVISTA
INTES A
INTEST .

INTESTA
INFLM
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case, they frequently furnish the editor of a message with additional information

about the kind of meaning to be found in them, as the work progressed, many of

the digraphs have been assigned numerical values and entered in the book.

Progress in book recovery has resulted in a total of 5,875 identifications, of

which 2,824 came from the British, and 3,051 were identified in SSA. The page

encipherment tables have been recovered for key no. 1: about 90 percent; key no.

2: about 90 percent; key no. 3: about 73 percent; and key no 4: about 59 percent.

Recovery of additional digraphs in keys 1 and 2 is now very difficult, since the

unidentified pages have highly specialized values or even miscellanies. In keys 3

and 4, the same is true though to a more limited degree.

Throughout the earlier stages of work in the SSA considerable trouble was

experienced with the pages on which names of dioceses appeared. A group which

the British had identified as Westminster was noticed in contexts which required

the name of a diocese in Central America, but no diocese with this name or one

like it was known in that region. Another group appeared as the town in

Massachusetts in which a certain man lived at a certain number on Boylston

Street. Boston seemed to be indicated and consultation of the Boston telephone

directory showed that the man did five at this number on Boylston Street, Boston.

Accordingly, the group was entered, but the next day a message was received in

which the same group stood for the name of a diocese in Venezuela, and on the

day following it was the name of a see near Tokyo. Naturally, such phenomenon

was highly disturbing, but as time went on, still more evidence of this kind was

uncovered, and even when there was no contradiction, alphabeticity was

apparently lacking on the pages in question. Three hypotheses were suggested to

explain these strange phenomena:

a. The British had wrongly equated digraphs in the different keys;

b. The pages in question did not have alphabetical arrangement;

c. The pages were different in different copies of the same book.

The first hypothesis was never very seriously entertained though, to be

sure, there is in the book a page where this has happened.'2 The second

hypothesis had to be abandoned because on one page (380 = NT in key 1 = RQ in

Key 2) alphabeticity was clear in the sequence:

I S LOS ANGELES
S I NEW ORLEANS
T H NEW YORK
U G OGDENSBURG
V F OKLAHOMA

32
See page 22 for example.

O

Sfi
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Accordingly, all occurrences of groups on the pages FH, FQ, HR, NT, TH of key

no. 1 and their equivalents MV, RS, LC, RQ, BS in key no. 2, were indexed by

reading through the 4,000 messages available at the time, and these were hsted

separately by circuits. The point of attack was the Washington list since there

were more such occurrences there, and more groups that had been certainly

identified. A list of all dioceses and archdioceses m the United States was

prepared, and an attempt was made to fit names in the list to lines of the code.

By counting back from Winona, the last identified diocese, and the last diocese in

the complete list, to the next identified diocese, Scranton, one found exactly the

right number of names for the number of lines m the code. Similar counts

elsewhere for sequences between pairs of identified values proved to be m most

cases the right number, though not always so exact. Dioceses of recent creation

had to be omitted; dioceses with names possessing a spelling m Italian
L

C™eren

from the English form (e.g., Filadelfia for Philadelphia) had to be alphabetized in

their Italian form. Here and there a name was found to be one off the necessary

position, showing that certain possible names were missing m the code.

Marvland, for example, identified from the address of Camp Meade, had to e

changed to Raltimore and Washington ,
to fit the range. There was no value tor

the first fine in the sequence, and it has since been determined that Albany,

which had been put four fines down, belongs here. One fine contained the name ot

a vicariate apostolic in the neighborhood of the United States but outside its

limits. A plain-text message was received giving the name of the see of a new y

appointed prelate whose name also appeared with this group in a code message,

and it was seen that the group was really Bahama Islands, which fitted the range

nicely. It thus became clear that the Washington book has some vicariates

apostolic in addition to the dioceses and archdioceses but not all of them.

When the Ottowa fists were examined, it was found that the necessaiy

names fitted the space exactly, but since then some of these have had to be

corrected. The same method was applied to all the fists and confirmation ot the

third hypothesis has been abundant. In general, the Italian name is used (e.g.,

Bctioria, not Bayonne, in the Vichy book) and the exact name of the diocese as it

appears in the Annuario Ponteficjo must be used (e.g., Cuyo x
San Giovanni d i ,

instead of San Juan in the Buenos Aires book). Naturally some fists were more

easily recovered on the basis of the patterns than others, but with continued effort

nearly all of the fists could be recovered if enough traffic were received. For the

most part these names are used, of course, for purely ecclesiastical business of no

intelligence value, but occasionally they are used for more interesting messages,

e.g., a message from Rio which reported the building of airfields at Pernambuco.

The Japanese fist has provided the most trouble, except for a sequence of twelve

place names in the Far East added by the Delegate to Tokyo in place of those

already inserted there.
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III

UNSOLVED SYSTEMS, THE YELLOW CODE (KIB)

Paragraph

General 17

The Code 18

Encipherment 1“

a. Page encipherment

b. Position encipherment

c. Spelling encipherment

d. Transposition

Cryptanalysis 20

a. Solution in GC&CS
b. Solution in the SSA
c. British analysis of SSA IBM studies

17. General. The code designated in the SSA by the trigraph KIB and

called in GC&CS the “YZ” system is known to its users as “ il cifrario giallo” (the

yellow code), but it is not clear whether this designation is derived from the color

of the cover or is really the exact title. Unlike the red code (KIA-KII), KIB is not

distributed to all stations, but is sent only to the more important and then not to

all of them, e.g., London which uses KII for the same type of communication. KIB

is restricted to the more secret type of message and thus is analogous to the

enciphered systems of the Italian diplomatic series. Messages begin with the

system indicators B, C, D, or E, followed by a digraphic number.

18. The code. Since the system is not yet solved, information about the

book is fragmentary. Certain facts, however, are well established. The page

contains only twenty-four values, instead of twenty-five, as in KIA-KII, since two

of the twenty-six letters are used as nulls. This means, four letters are used, a

permutation of twenty-four cubed will give the maximum possible size, i.e.,

13,824, but further limitations, as yet unknown, may cut down this maximum still

more, though there is good reason to believe that the book is actually larger than

KIA-KII. In a crib33 the plain text was enciphered in KII by 163 trigraphs while

only 136 were needed in KIB. Furthermore, the word asse (Axis) is sent by one

trigraph in KIB but has to be spelled out KII. Because the word Italia appears on

the same page as istruzion and istitu . it is clear that the list of personal and place

names does not appear at the beginning of the book, as in KIA-KII, but the names

are distributed at the proper places throughout the general vocabulary. But there

are in all probability other appendixes, including some for numbers and

punctuation, unless, as in the Italian diplomatic codes, these signs are spelled out

in words and also distributed throughout the vocabulary. The presence of a group

33 The evidence for most of the statements in this section will be given in detail under ciyptanalvsis, paragraph
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for asse may reflect a later date compilation than 1936, the date of the founding of

the Rome-Berlin Axis, but since the ending of the third singular past subjunctive

active in Italian is —asse , this may not be so. It is also probable that in the book

the lines are numbered consecutively from 1 to 24, rather than indicated by

sequences of letters representing the position encipherment keys as in KIA-KII,

since position encipherment appears to be by as many as 31 different keys, and a

book printed with position encipherments for that many keys would be very

unwieldy.

19. Encipherment. The encipherment of KIB is similar to that of KIA-

KII in that a digraphic table is used for the page, a single letter for the position,

and substitution tables for the encipherment of proper names, and transposition

of the group is permissible.

a. Page encipherment . Little is as yet certain about the tables of

encipherment except that they are digraphic and that any letter except the nulls

Y and Z may stand, apparently, in either position of the digraph. This means that

there can be no more pages than a square of twenty-four or 576. It is certain that

there are many such keys,34 and probable that there is one for each day of the

month in each circuit, though some of these are perhaps identical with some in

other circuits. Some stations, e.g., Washington, have different keys for

communication with the Vatican from those used for messages to other addresses.

At least four families of messages have been isolated, the so called “WAMADU”,35

“QJ”, “DR”, and “FS” keys, but since many messages do not fit any of these, there

are at least two other families and very likely several more.

b. Position encipherment. The position is enciphered by a single

letter, and there are probably at least thirty-one different keys, perhaps even

more. Thus far, there is no indication of any relationship between these keys,

akin to that of KIA-KII where key no. 2 is merely the reverse of key no. 1. The
keys seem to be completely random mixed alphabets with the nulls Y and Z

omitted. There seems to be correspondence between page keys and position keys,

i.e., on any day of the month (any month of the year) the traffic in one circuit will

have the same page and position key. There have been examples of the same
plain text sent in two different messages to different addresses with the same
page key but different position keys. Messages apparently bear no indicator of

the keys used, or at least none has been noticed so far. As in KIA-KII the variants

for system indicators seem to have no significance as key indicators.

” On 30 August 1944. the nuncio at Bogota explained to his colleague in Quito that he had enciphered a message,

not available, with the “yellow code, table 6 of the little book.” This is the only Vatican code-instruction message
mentioning one of the encipherment tables.
35
The derivation of these names will be explained below.
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c. Spelling encipherment. Like KIA and KII, KIB uses substitution

tables for spelling proper names and foreign phrases. These tables, of which there

is probably one for each page key, are definitely not monoalphabetic. The only

one solved thus far, used in enciphering some, but not all, of the spellings

occurring in Bogata traffic, is polyalphabetic with random-mixed cipher

alphabets. Attempts to solve certain of those in Washington traffic by the use of

highly probable words were unsuccessful. The use of the two letters as nulls

permit greater variety in the doublets, and hence repetitions of the familiar

pattern will be much less frequent than in the case of EE .... EE in KIA-KII.

The following are the possibilities:

YY YZ ZZ . . . . YZ
YY ZY ZZ ZY
YY YY ZZ YY
YY ZZ ZZ ZZ

YZ YZ
YZ . . . . ZY
YZ YY
YZ ZZ

ZY . . . . YZ
ZY ZY
ZY YY
ZY ZZ

d. Transposition. After the group has been enciphered by a trigraph,

it may be transmitted in either the page-position order or the position-page order,

but not with the position between the letters of the page digraph, and no indicator

has as yet been discovered for this variation, nor any pattern of usage.

20. Cryptanalysis.

a. Solution in GC&CS. Work began on the solution of KIB in GC&CS
only two weeks earlier than in SSA, i.e., “a fortnight before 1 September 1943.”

Fortunately, very full reports are available for the progress made as far as 17 May
1944, the date of the last report received.

It was soon discovered that KIB messages would not break up into

trigraphs if E were taken as a null, nor could they be read with the KIA-KII tables

of encipherment. If, however, Y and Z were taken as nulls, the messages would

break up into trigraphs with sufficient repetitions of trigraphs within messages to

prove that KIB was trigraphic. An index of all available messages was made, but

with far from satisfactory results, since repetitions between messages were no

more numerous than the random expectation. It was thus at once suspected that

the basis of the encipherment was a multiple-key system. The task, then, became

an attempt to recognize groups of messages which were in the same key, and, it

may be said here incidentally, this task is still far from finished.

Since KIB was not held by London and KII not held by Washington, it was

thought likely that the Vatican had on the same day sent the same message to

both stations in the two different systems. KII was then fairly readable, and a

message sent on 21 June 1943, describing the bombing of Rome, was chosen as

the most likely KII message for the search. Another message in KIB sent to

N
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Washington on the same day was examined, and there was soon no doubt that

both messages contained the same plain text. Though the lengths were different

the KII message of 163 trigraphs, the KIB of only 136 trigraphs, the pattern of

repetition within the two messages fitted nicely together, and was dear that t e

two messages had the same plain text. From this cnb came identifications for

fifty KIB trigraphs (at least in the particular key of the message) of which t e

most significant were:

C CF richied-

T BXanche
E PWmilitar-

K LI protest-

A EFsugli

A DKrigett-

R CF richiam-

B BX ancora

D PWmezz-
G LI proposit-

X EFsulIe

U DKrilev-

Certain facts were immediately apparent. These trigraphs were sent as position-

page rather than page-position. Each of the pairs of two words fell within a

sequence of 24 lines in KIA-KII, but protest - and proposit- are not on the same

page of KIA-KII; so the book must be different from the red code, and mdeed, it is

known now that it is called the yellow code. The position encipherment is more

complicated than in KIA-KII, since anche and ancora, which would come on

consecutive lines in that code, are here enciphered hy T and B.

At the same time two other messages were found, 20 July 1943, sent on the

same date to different addressees in the same page key but with different position

keys (Vatican to Dublin and Madrid, and Vatican to Washington) which began as

follows:

Dublin -Madrid: AWR36 LT X
LT S

RX K GR H CN U VH H NJ G NO I NQ U, etc.

RX M GR I CN U VH I NJ D NO H NQ U, etc.

In this case, the order is page-position; so it is clear that either order is possible.

The Washington-London crib is of odd date, and this later pair is of even, but the

scent proved false. Two additional messages were located, sent on different dates

to the same addressee with the same page key but different position keys (Vatican

to Bratislava, 22 and 27 September 1943) which began as follows:

22 September: QN P WT D BT B LI T PH N TN Q AS R KP O etc

27 September: QN L WT B (NM) X3? LI U PH X TN R AS H KP W, etc

The sum of this evidence showed that stations possessed in addition to

position keys at least several page keys. This would account for the flatness of the

distribution revealed by the general index.

36
This group is unexplained unless it means circolare .

A garble.
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Though the distribution was flat, it became possible to search for messages

which exhibited repetitions, and five messages in the Madrid circuit were found

with marked repetitions, all of them dated on the 18th of some month (August,

September, October, November 1942, and January 1943). This seemed to indicate

that the day of the month was significant, a discovery paralleled by contemporary

experience in SSA. Six more messages on the 14th (July, October 1941; .July,

October, November 1942; September 1943) were found to contain repetitions

among them. These were repetitions of the page digraph, and were identical with

those repeated in the group of messages sent on the 18th
,
but apparently the

position key was different. It was now possible to build up groups of messages in

position key no. 1, position key no. 2, etc. More messages were found which used

either the same page digraphs which showed at least six, and possibly as many as

thirty-one, position keys, and the page keys appeared to be valid for as long a time

as three calendar years.

By November 1943 a group of nineteen messages using the same page key

had been isolated and given the name “WAMADU” (Washington, Madrid, Dublin,

though, as since has been found out, more stations use the key) or general key

no. 1.” (The term “general key” is the British equivalent for the American page

key” while their term for “position key” is “margin key.”) From the WAMADU
messages it was possible to “identity” a certain number of digraphs in that key for

pages on which some groups were known to be located.

At this point an attempt to isolate other families of messages using the

same page keys were based on repetitions of sequences of two or more groups

repeated between messages with the same or different position encipherment, and

the result was that at least four distinct page keys were isolated. The crib

mentioned above proved to be in one of these groups, and therefore it was possible

to say that on fifty of the pages at least one group was known to appear. At the

time only fifty were known, but by the end of 1943 this number had gradually

increased to 128. For example, if LI occurred as a page digraph, as it does, it was

known that this page had protest - and proposit - on it, and since there are only 24

groups to a page, the alphabetic range of that page was known to a maximum of

47 groups. At this point a new method was introduced. Going through the entire

body of traffic, the analysts entered, wherever a digraph appeared of which the

page range was known in “WAMADU” (general key no. 1), the tentative range of

that page. Each message had to be gone over twice because there is no easy way

of telling whether the order is page-position or position-page. As a result of this

broad method, a sequence was found in a message which appeared as follows (the

parentheses indicate merely the range, not necessarily the actual group itself):

ID J UI R UN A NN I UI I KS L

(non solo) (citta Vaticana) (ma) Unidentified (citta Vaticana) (Roma)
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This looks very like
“
non sola Citta Vaticana ma (?anche?) citta di Roma (not

only Vatican City but also the City of Rome). By use of this method, a number of

additional messages were added to the “WAMADU” group.

Simultaneously, progress had been made in reducing the position

encipherment to a basic key. This was done in the following manner:38

The letter K is at present the best clue. On page LI the

position K means protest- but on the same page we also

have for certain that G means orooosito . Measuring by

the E code, which will serve roughly, proposito is 19

words before protest-. We can therefore place K as

somewhere below, say, the 17th position on the page

(i.e., K = 17 to 24). On page TH the position K means
risoarmi-. We have reason to think that risoo - is also

on this page. That means that there are at least five

words below K = risoarmi- on this page, i.e. that K must
be above position 19 (K = 1 to 18). This narrows K down
to 17 or 18 and G to 1 or 2. Compare pages BC and CF
where the group on line G is the earliest alphabetically

of the groups known on the page. Wherever G or K
have been identified and another letter also on the same
page we can now make a similar measurement and get

a value which will be right in proportion as the

vocabulary of YZ code corresponds to E code.

By the end of November this method had resulted in isolating twelve page
keys which were recovered in 66 instances out of a possible 264 (eleven of the

twelve non-basic position keys with 24 lines each converted to the twelfth).

At this point a method of double-indexing was established. Each trigraph
was indexed in pencil whenever the position encipherment had not yet been
converted to the basic position encipherment and in ink over it whenever this

conversion had taken place. The method was somewhat unorthodox but had the
advantage of working. For example the following was noted as repeating twice in

one message: VL V BH E FR C. VL is the page with sisnific- on it, and so VL is

very provably signor. Again, the following was repeated in different messages:

B QT W HB D FR one message
QT D HB Q FR J

The quotation is from an undated British memorandum.



Since QT is the page with mondo on it, B QT = QT D suggests Monsignor-. A
third example was: RX V EO T EO D NM C. RX has ver on it, EO has evitare

and NM has che . This suggests that EO D is eventual-ita; i.e., per evitare

eventualita che ... (to avoid the possibility that . . .). As a result of this double-

indexing, more groups were recovered on the known pages, and two more cribs

with KII were discovered.

The British analysts now attempted to give numerical values to the page

digraphs on which known groups appeared. Certain precautions are needed. KIB

is longer than KIA-KII, and the appendix of 454 groups at the beginning of KIA-

KII is distributed through the book. Thus, a formula was worked out as follows:

Page HQ (istruzion . Italia . istitu

)

is in KIA-KII page 179. From 179 the number

of pages in the appendix is subtracted and 160 is the result. To this is added one-

fifth, based on the larger book, with the result of 203. Therefore, page HQ was

tentatively set down on page 203. On this basis, “WAMADU” was one-fifth solved

by the time a report, apparently in preparation over a long period of time but

received in SSA on 20 April 1944, was written. In that report fines of further

solution were stated as follows: attempts to find more traffic in the partly solved

“WAMADU” page key, and attempts to separate all available material into the

respective keys.

As no further reports were received from GC&CS until after the British

analysts had been sent copies of traffic available in the SSA, in December 1943 it

is now necessary to review KIB solution in the SSA.

b. Solution in the SSA. At the outset of their work on KIB the

American analysts had the advantage of knowing that the system was trigraphic

and that the nulls were Y and Z. Progress, however, was slow, owing to lack of

adequate personnel and in particular lack of traffic. There were fewer than 600

available messages in all circuits. This would have been sufficient to solve an

unenciphered code and probably sufficient to solve even a two-key code like KIA,

but with a multiple-key system like KIB, this scarcity of traffic presented a

decided handicap.

Messages were studied statistically in an attempt to group them together

into keys. It became apparent that messages sent on the same day of the month

belonged together, but this observation did not prove to be the rule in every case.

Moreover, at first there was no index available, as the necessity for preserving the

security of the problem was then thought to preclude the use of IBM procedures;

but in December 1943 it was decided that IBM processing really was possible,

provided that adequate steps were taken to conceal the identity of the

government. This was done by cutting off headings and signatures from the

original intercepts and marking each part with a code designation to indicate the

circuit, the date, and the worksheet number. The trigraphs, moreover, had to be
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separated by lines, and the nulls stricken out, and here the spelling groups

presented a real difficulty. It was decided to encircle all such groups with green

lines, and to instruct the IBM operators not to punch letters so encircled. This

meant, of course, that when a message print was available, the spelling group

again had to be inserted at the proper place by hand. As there were fewer than a

hundred of these, this did not entail much work. The nulls, however, being

stricken out for punching, did not appear in the message print and were actually

never copied back in, as doubtless they should have been, since the nulls in KLA-

KII frequently seem to have been inserted at points where punctuation is needed

or at least helpful. A message print made from such cards will have the

disadvantage of not showing the position of the nulls.

When the punching was finished, such a message print was prepared, all

messages being separated first into circuits and then into days of the month

within that circuit. A general index was made in the page-position order and

another in the position-page order. Copies of these three documents were sent to

GC&CS as soon as they were available on 20 January 1944.

With this equipment at hand, attempts were made by statistical methods to

group messages belonging to the same keys. Tables of random probabilities were

worked out for comparison with actual results. By studying the beginnings of

messages it was hoped that repetitions would show families. This hope was

partially realized, and by the end of April 1944 separate indexes of the traffic in

four groups39 had been prepared: the “WAMADU”, the “OJ”, the FS ,
and the

“DR” groups. The first was identical with the British group of the same name, the

other three took their names from one of the frequent digraphs appearing near

the beginning of messages.

At this point it was planned to begin work on these four families using

normal methods of book recovery. Progress in one key would doubtless help in the

solution of another, but at the beginning of May 1944 work on KIB was suspended

in SSA and the personnel assigned to it transferred elsewhere. Since that time,

messages have been continually received and logged, and there are now available

over 1150 messages of which only the first 800 have received study.

c. British analysis of SSA IBM studies. When the American IBM

indexes and message prints were finally available for the analysts at GC&CS, the

Washington traffic was first studied intensively. Certain conclusions were

reached by 15 May 1944, the date of the last available report:

a. Traffic in any circuit will on the same day of the month (any

month of any year) be in the same page and position keys. Exceptions seem so

few as to prove the general rule. Perhaps they are the result of relays.

39
These doubtless coincide roughly with similar groups noticed by GC&CS.
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b. Traffic between Washington and stations other than the Vatican

does not have the same daily key as the Washington-Vatican circuit.

c. No indication of the order has as yet been discovered, and no

proven case of the position symbol placed between the letters of the page digraph.

d. The position keys (presumably 3 1) are not related in any sort of

slide. It is not yet absolutely certain that there are only 31 position keys, but the

absence of any indicator seems to show that this is the maximum.





IV

UNSOLVED SYSTEM WITH UNKNOWN NAME (KIF)

Paragraph

General 21

The Code 22

Encipherment 23

Cryptanalysis 24

21. General. Name and purpose . No information is available as to the

name given to this system by its users. Evidence as to such names is usually

derived from messages in more than one system since in the red code at least, and

probably also in others, there is no group for “change system,” and the code clerk

must say “I now use the .... code.” Only one KIF message so far examined

begins in another system, and in this case, the other system is KIB and

unreadable. Therefore, the groups just before the change cannot be read, and the

name of this code is unknown. If, as had been thought probable, KIF is merely a

more complicated encipherment of the red code than KIA or KII, there must be a

special designation for this encipherment. Even though no message is even

partially readable, the occurrence of the system in the traffic suggests that it is

used for more secret communications being held by Berlin, Berne, Lisbon, Madrid,

Ottowa, Vichy, and Washington.40 The traffic is probably to be classified as

secret. Messages may be recognized by the system indicators Q, R, S, T, U, and V.

22. The code. On this there is even less information, but it seems clear

that the maximum size of the book is a cube of twenty-five, or 15,625 groups, since

values are enciphered by trigraphs composed of any twenty-five letters. With this

maximum range, the view that the underlying book is the red code (KIA-KII) is

entirely consistent; some of the digraphs may be omitted. It is just possible,

though very improbable, that the basic book is the yellow code (KIB). The

objection is that though KIB and KIF are both trigraphic KIB uses two nulls and

has only twenty-four fines to the page, whereas KIF has one null and would

therefore seem to have twenty-five fines to the page, as is the case with the red

code.

23. Encipherment. The trigraph breaks up into digraphs for the page

and single letter for the position, as in the case of KIA-KII and KIB. No evidence

has been noticed indicating that the position-page order is ever used, since all

trigraphs about which one can be sure, and there are many of them, use the

conventional order of page-position.

1,1

London is conspicuously absent, unless KIF traffic to and from London is available in GC&CS.
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Traffic in the Washington circuit is homogeneous and different from that in

the other circuits, and it forms the bulk of what is available. The encipherment

for this circuit employs sixteen separate and distinct keys, which consist of a

digraphic table for each key formed of twenty-five letters for the page symbols and

a monoliteral table for the position symbol. The null is different in each key,

sixteen letters of the alphabet from A through P being used. Each of these keys is

prescribed for use on two days of the month, except for that with E as a null,

which is prescribed for only one day:

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20CKFI PLMGEOADBHJ CLNKP
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

FJ G A I DOBMHN
A message to or from Washington will thus begin in the key prescribed by this

table for the day of transmission, but, as in KIA and KII, and perhaps also in

other systems, the key may change at any point to another and as often as

wished, one message having been found with eight different keys. To indicate

such changes there are provided sixteen switch groups of which there are eight on

one page of the book and eight more on another. If the book is really the red code,

these were probably added in eight spaces previously blank. The reason for

putting the sixteen on two different pages may be in part the difficulty of finding a

sequence of sixteen blank fines and in part the desire to cut down the frequencies

of the digraphs. In any case, the switch groups which designate the changes from

the prevailing key, no matter what that happens to be at any point of change, to a

key having either A, B, C, D, E, F, G, or H as null are on one page, and those

designating changes to keys having I, J, K, L, M, N, O, or P as null, are on the

other. These switch groups then, are nothing more than ordinary trigraphic

groups having as their values “change to key of A,” “change to key of B,” etc. At
an early stage in analysis it was thought there were actually 240 of them, i.e., one
for a change from each of the sixteen keys to each of the fifteen others, but it was
noticed that only about thirty (in a completely solved table there would be thirty-

two) digraphs were used in composition of these 240 possible switch groups; i.e.,

in each prevailing key there were never more than two possibilities: in the key of

A the possibilities were IS and BP. Therefore, IS and BP are merely the digraphic

equivalents of the numerical designation of the two pages on which the switch

groups have been placed. These digraphic equivalents for the switch group pages
have been almost completely solved, as follows:

no. of key:

null used:

first page:

second page:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOP
IS SC EK OG KG CC RP NR FP KI SW MOKX BH LS
BP Cl HH AY YL QP BY WC VI CH GE KX IA ZU ZI
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Two values have not yet been recovered, and in the case of key no. 13 an error,

perhaps the result of a garble, has been made, since KX cannot stand for two

pages. An examination of traffic subsequent to 1 May 1944, which has not yet

been studied, would doubtless complete the solution and assign KX to the proper

page.

The third letter of the trigraph comprising one of these switch groups

represents merely the encipherment of the line on which that group is placed. It

is therefore possible to construct a table in which the position values of “change to

key of A” in each of the sixteen keys are written on a horizontal fine, and the same

for all of the other indicators, thus:

null A B c D E F G H I J K L M N O P

number of key 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

change to A V O Y E G
B 9 Q V I P

C I 0 V J U B Y B Y

D p M __ R T B P

E J w F __ M F I

F D L 0 P M V S F

G S R — J

H F I — C H H
I P --

J T V z --

K U X Q T Q A — H z A
L A c X -- X Y
M IJ W E O V J — M
N w C B — I

0 L z P F F - X

P X I V Z P D X L I N T -

This table has then been recovered in ninety-three of the 240 possibilities, but

could probably be pushed much further, were there time to examine all traffic of

the last five months. (Presumably, a group really exists for all the possibilities,

but it can be identified only through other methods of reconstruction since no

instance of, say, “change from key ofA to key of A” will occur.)

Actually, these letters are the position encipherment of at least eight and

possibly sixteen different lines of the typical page of this book. No letter has so

far appeared twice in the same column; so it is possible that the switch groups are

T
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on eight lines of one page and a different eight on the other. This is likely, unless

the position encipherment of one page differs from that of another. Such a

phenomenon has not previously been noted in any Vatican system and in only one

Italian diplomatic code (RA-1). If these really are the encipherment of sixteen

separate lines, then the position encipherment of the system has been solved to

about 25 percent of the total of 400 letters (25 lines x 16 keys). But what lines are

they? By studying traffic one might be able to tell.

Thus far, only Washington traffic has been described. The evidence for

other circuits is far from being as complete but shows that, while these circuits

use keys with the same general features, the nulls used are not the same set; at

least some nulls so far recovered are different and in some instances appear to be

taken from later portions of the alphabet. Therefore, it is highly probable that the

inventors of this system of encipherment have prepared not sixteen but twenty-

five different tables of encipherment, each based on a different letter of the

alphabet as a null, and that each station was furnished a set of sixteen of these

tables, a different set for each station, with a table prescribing the days on which

each table is to be used by that station for the beginning of a message.

Information as to the existence of spelling tables is lacking. The null can

apparently be doubled and then repeated after an interval of some letters, and in

this way a few spelling groups have been isolated, far to few for even an attempt

at solution. Another phenomenon, not yet explained appears. Trigraphs may
occur in which the null is doubled as the second and third letter; i.e., assuming
that the null in a given sequence is G, then the group HGG may appear. This sort

of thing was very disturbing when it was first noticed, but it occurs, if not

frequently, at least often enough not to be explained as a garble. It may be an
alternative device for indicating a spelling table, but if so, solution is yet to be

reached. It was thought possible that a group of the type HGG might possibly

mean “from this point on the letters form a spelling cipher until another H is

reached,” but this idea proved impossible since the very next letter in the instance

examined was H.

24. Cryptanalysis. The solution of this system, so far as it has
progressed, has been carried on exclusively in SSA, since GC&CS has been
concentrating on KIA, KII, and KIB during the past year. The traffic was first

recognized as homogeneous from the system indicators. Messages were found
which had system indicators not conforming to the pattern of any previously

known system; i.e., messages having A, Q, R, S, T, U, and V as their first letters.

These were tentatively labeled “unknown system no. 1,” “unknown system no. 2,”

etc., a total of seven unknowns being logged separately. Later experience showed
that those messages which began with A were in no way related to those
beginning with the other six letters, and, indeed, they are now logged separately
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as KIH, but unknown systems nos. 2-7 later proved to be homogeneous and are

now called KIF.

The point of attack was to determine if possible whether the system was

trigraphic or tetragraphic and what the null or nulls were. It was never

necessary to test for tetragraphic, because the system was soon found to be

trigraphic. The method was to assume, arbitrarily, that each letter of the

alphabet was the null and to see whether, on such an assumption, the message

would break nicely into trigraphs. 41 The result was that it appeared that the

messages were trigraphic, but that the nulls differed from message to message,

i.e., multiple keys of some kind, but this satisfactory result was true only of

sequences of various length at the beginnings of messages. At some point or

other, sooner or later, the message would run out of phase. The analysts did not

allow this fact to discourage them but examined every message carefully,

assuming that in some unknown way the null might change within the messages.

It was thus soon possible to say that a given message began with a certain null,

changed to another on or about a definite point, and at a later point or points,

changed to still others. Messages were then grouped according to the first null

used and it was discovered that all messages beginning with any null were all

sent on one or two days of the month. (Experience with KIB suggested separation

of the traffic by circuits.) It was a short step to the conclusion that only sixteen

nulls were used, and that each, excepting one only, was used on two days of the

month. This produced the table of prescribed nulls for the Washington circuit,

and some days for those of other circuits in the other traffic studied.

At the same time the points of change were examined and the trigraphs in

the vicinity closely studied. It was found that frequently there were repetitions of

digraphs between messages using the same null, and finally that the third letter

would be repeated if the new null was the same as that in other messages. Thus,

the table of switch groups was partially reconstructed. At last, the pattern of two

different digraphs for each of the sixteen keys was noticed and the significance of

the third letter also. Analysis was assisted by the fact that frequently, though not

quite always, the code clerk after using the switch group would immediately

insert the new null as a sort of confirmation of the third letter of the trigraph.

This would be particularly useful in case the third letter was garbled in

transmission.

At the present time there remain to be recovered only three digraphs (for

the two switch group pages). When current traffic is studied, the following is the

procedure. The table of prescribed nulls is examined and the message is broken

up into trigraphs and the null stricken out, but with a sharp lookout for a digraph

indicating change of key. If one of these is found, it is carefully marked and the

same procedure followed until another switch group appears. At times, however,

41 Not all of the 26 possibilities had to be tested in any one message.
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messages will go out of phase, and it is hoped that such cases will be found when

the prevailing null is H, M, or P, since only then can the table of switch groups be

completely solved. When a message in these keys goes out of phase, examination

must be extremely careful. The point at which the null is first out of phase is

carefully noted, and it is assumed that a switch group not yet identified has been

used since the last occurrence of the null. Then, each trigraph is carefully marked

off in succession and the next letter examined. If that letter is one of the sixteen

prescribed nulls for Washington, then it is assumed that the preceding group

means “change key to” that letter, and the following sequence is examined to see

whether, if that letter is the null, the message will break up into trigraphs. If so,

there is a strong probability that the assumption is correct. The task then is to

test each successive trigraph in this way until the right one is identified. If one is

identified, it is possible to add both a new digraph and a new position letter to the

tables. Additional position letters are, of course, more often recovered than

digraphs, since there are many more yet to be recovered. The presence of garbles

at any point will, of course, almost certainly prevent solution, but enough good

texts will solve the tables entirely.

This system is, in spite of the fact that 395 messages are now available,

certainly as secure as KIB,42 perhaps even more so, since the traffic is

homogeneous only in one circuit, and then available messages must be divided,

not only whole messages but parts of them as well, into sixteen different keys,

before indexing can be satisfactory. This means that there will be relatively little

traffic in any one key.

When only 175 messages were available in the Washington circuit, it was

thought barely possible that sufficient material was available for an IBM study.

It was recognized that 175 messages were far too few to permit the solution of an

entirely new book, but it was hoped that it might be possible to remove the

encipherment because of the possession of a fairly complete solution of the

underlying book, particularly since the position encipherment of the sixteen lines

was partially solved. These hopes, however, were in vain; the index showed too

flat a distribution, and no point of entry was found. The work was then

abandoned until such time as sufficient traffic is available.

12
KIB has 3

1
position keys but probably, though not certainly, fewer than sixteen page keys. Moreover, there is

much more traffic available.
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V

UNSOLVED SYSTEM WITH UNKNOWN NAME (KIG)

Paragraph
25

Cryptography

Cryptanalysis

25. Cryptography . This system, of which the name and many other

important features are completely unknown, was used by nine stations in this

hemisphere from September 1940 until December 1942. The period in which it

was used is only roughly indicated by these dates, since the fact that many of the

messages lack the year of interception (at times even the month also) renders

deductions from the traffic very doubtful. A record in the files mentions two

messages in 1943, but these are not now to be found, and it is very likely that they

were later identified as belonging to some other system. As late as 17 May 1944 a

badly garbled message in the Bogota circuit was tentatively identified as KIG, but

the text is so imperfect as to make the identification highly improbable. As the

period in question is, roughly, prior to that in which KIC was used, it may be that

KIG was replaced by KIC, though two KIC messages, dating from August 1942

antedate the abandonment of KIG. It is probable that KIG was distributed to ah

stations in the Western Hemisphere, the absence of Asuncion, Caracas, Havana,

Montevideo, and Tegucigalpa being merely the result of a failure to intercept the

few messages which were sent. (Coverage for this period is scanty.) A tew

messages have been logged as KIG in the Lisbon and Sydney circuits, but there is

a good chance that these are not KIG since they appear not to conform to a11 the

characteristics.

So far as is known, KIG uses the following system indicators: I, J, K, L, M,

perhaps N, and perhaps also, but less probably, the letter O. In any case traffic

with the letters I to L inclusive is certainly homogeneous. The letter M has the

same superficial characteristics as the others, but may have some divergent

features not yet understood.

The essential features of the encipherment are trigraphic substitution and

two nulls which vary from circuit to circuit but are always the same within the

traffic of any circuit. The two nulls have been identified in all the stations using

I, J, K, and L as system indicators, but not those using M or N. They are as

follows:

Bogota K and R
Port-au-Prince-Ciudad Trujillo U and M
Quito U H
San Jose - Managua-Panama F and Z



San Salvador M and Q
Santiago H and O
Washington A and B

No information is available as to spelling tables, and nothing can be said about

the composition of the page- and position-encipherment keys. The message

numbers appear to be enciphered from the digraphic table also used with KIA,

KIB, KIC, KIF, KIH, and KII, but only some of the messages will fit their series.43

It is possible that there was an earlier form of the table now in use, but if so, there

is too little traffic for solution. All trigraphs noticed so far are transmitted in the

page-position order.

It is definitely possible that KIG is merely another encipherment of the

yellow code (KIB) which also uses trigraphs and two nulls.

26. Cryptanalysis. Further attempts at solution of KIG are, of course,

quite hopeless with the present available traffic, only 93 messages in all circuits,

divided into at least seven different keys.

13
Coverage for the period is so scanty that it is. of course, out of the question to correct garbled message-

numbers. as is frequently possible in later periods.
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UNSOLVED SYSTEM, THE GREEN CODE (KIC)

Paragraph

Cryptography 27

Cryptanalysis

27. Cryptography. This system, called ETC by American analysts and

the “AE” system by GC&CS, is known to its users as “il cifrario verde” (the green

code). This makes it certain that it is a different book from the red code (ETA,

KII) and the yellow code (KIB).

It was used by six American stations (Asuncion, Bogota, Port-au-Prince, Rio

de Janeiro, Santiago, and Washington) and also by Vichy (in a single message 13

September 1943). The earliest dated message is 18 August 1942 and the last 15

September 1943, after which no ETC messages have been intercepted. 44 Two KIC

messages antedate the abandonment of KIG (August 1942), and one message (15

September 1943) was sent a few days after the first KIH message (10 Septembei

1943), but, roughly speaking, KIC replaced KIG and was in turn replaced (only at

Washington) by KIH. Nothing is known about the encipherment beyond the bare

fact that the group is tetragraphic, that the nulls are A and E, and that spelling

groups are used in the same way as in the other systems.

28. Cryptanalysis. KIC was the first Vatican system identified in the

SSA, this being one of the results of the exploratory examination conducted early

in September 1943. As only 46 messages had been received when the system

became obsolete, there is no question of further solution, unless the system should

be revived.

44
In September 1944, after this was written, a Berlin message was received in what appears to be KIC. This was

still later confirmed by the appearance of KIC in Vichy and Washington traffic.
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UNSOLVED SYSTEM WITH UNKNOWN NAME (KIH)

Paragraph
29

Cryptography

Cryptanalysis

29. Cryptography. Nothing is known of the name or basic book of this

system which is used only by Washington circuit, the first message being sent on

10 September 1943. Only forty-seven messages have been received to date

(September 1944).

Messages can be distinguished by the use of the letter A, without variation,

for the system indicator. The encipherment is tetragraphic with J and X as nulls^

Nothing more is known, but it is possible that KIH is a different encipherment oi

the green code (KIC) which also uses tetragraphic groups and two nulls.

Moreover, KIC was apparently abandoned about the time KIH was introduced,

the two systems overlapping by only five days (10-15 September 1943). KIH is,

however, not based on the same book as KIG, the predecessor of KIC, since that is

trigraphic, but it seems clear that the three systems, KIG, KIC, and KIH were

used in successive periods for the same general purpose, undoubtedly for the most

secret communications.

30. Crvntanalvsis. KIH was first logged as “unknown no. 1” but was soon

discovered not to be related to unknowns nos. 2-7 (KIF). Traffic is too light (4

7

messages) for any further analysis.





VIII

UNSOLVED SYSTEM WITH UNKNOWN NAME (KIE)

Cryptography

Paragraph
31

31. Cryptography . KIE is the designation for all traffic between Vatican

City and Peking, and no traffic goes in the opposite direction, since the Apostolic

Delegate in Peking is permitted to communicate in code only through his

colleague in Tokyo. Only twenty-one messages are available, one from 1937, two

from 1939, one from 1940, three from 1941, three from 1942, ten from 1943, and

one from 1944. This is an average of only three messages a year, certainly very

light traffic, but is probably a high percentage of coverage at that. On 20

February 1944 Tokyo reported to the Vatican Secretary of State that the Apostolic

Delegate in Peking had received only six messages from the Vatican since 1 May

1943. The Assistant Secretary of State replied to Tokyo on 24 February 1944 that

in the same period ten messages had been sent, nos. 37-46 inclusive. Which oui

were not delivered is not known, but all six actually received in Peking aie

available in SSA.

The system employs tetragraphs and a single null which is G, but

the traffic is too light for further analysis. Nothing is known of the message-

numbers, but they seem to be taken from the code number pages.





IX

UNSOLVED DIGIT SYSTEM

KID

Paragraph

32

32. KTT>. This is the designation for all Vatican digit messages. These are

sent in groups of five digits, and nothing whatever is known about the nature ol

the system. Its use is confined to traffic to and from two stations, Bangsdore

m

India and Hanoi-Hue in Indo-China, except for a single message to La Paz 131

May 1942) which commences in KIB and then changes to digits. This may tea

relay to some representative of the Vatican, temporarily in La Paz, to whom t e

digit code had been given for special purposes.45 The appearance of KID m o yo

or Vichy traffic is always in connection with relays of messages to or from Han i-

Hue (a single station, the representative merely sending messages from eithei

city), and it is not believed that Tokyo or Vichy can read KID. The earliest

available message is dated 22 December 1936, and the system is still in curren

use after nearly eight years, perhaps only because of the difficulty of transmitting

new books to the stations using it.

IS

Or actually a relay in some non-Vatican system.





X

VATICAN COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC

Paragraph

Commercial Traffic
^

33. rnmmercifll Traffic. The Vatican Cryptographic Bureau has

published no specifically commercial systems, but the Special Administration o

the Holy See, the business branch of Vatican City which directs the investments

of the Papacy and functions also as a purchasing agency for Vatican City, Irom

time to time has made use of well known commercial systems, such as Peterson s,

in communication with banking institutions in the United States. Under present

Censorship regulations, such code communications may not be filed at either end

except when special licenses have been issued and a decodement of the message is

furnished at the same time. A number of such messages have been received m

the SSA from time to time, and occasionally attempts have been made to identity

the commercial systems used, but no study has been made of the traffic.

On rare occasions the Vatican has sent messages in an unknown system

with a heading in KIA asking that the Apostolic Delegate to Washington relay the

text of the rest of the message to some unknown addressee. An agreement was

reached that such messages would in the future be headed with ZZZ but no more

have been seen in the intercepted traffic. Attempts to identify the unknown

system through files at the Office of Censorship resulted in failure.





XI

TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION AND LOGGING
Paragraph

Traffic Identification and Logging ^

34 . Traffic Identification and Logging. When traffic is received in

unindexed form it must be separated as to system and logged. The following

points will prove helpful in carrying out the process.

a. If the message begins with AA, these letters should be disregaided.

They are not system indicators but probably mean urgent .

b. The first letter of the message, or the third if the message begins with

AA, is the system indicator. If this letter is one of the following letters, or “

;

th®

other features listed are present, the system can at once be identified without

further trouble:

W, X, Y, Z, KIA

F, G, H KIB

Digit-groups KID

Peking as addressee KIE

Q, R, S, T, U, V KIF

A (not AA) KIH

If however, the message begins with B, C, D, or E, it may be KIA or KIB. It will

be KIA if after the initial letter a trigraph occurs which will give a number in the

KIA decode, and the text thereafter will break up into trigraphs with E as null, it

will be KIB, however, if the next two letters give a number from the dipaphic

table for message numbers, and the text thereafter will break up mto tngrap s

with Y and Z as nulls. A little observation will quickly settle the point, smce

there is really no confusion, except that the logger must be careful not to contuse

the digraph CP = 48 with CP, the digraph for a number page in both keys 1 and l.

If the first letter is I, J, K, L, M, or N, it is more difficult to identify the

system, but the message will more probably be in KII than in KIC or KIG, smce

these systems are now probably obsolete. If the system is KII, a further test can

be made by noticing if the addressee is London and whether the text will break up

into trigraphs with E as null. If so, the message is certainly KII, but if these tests

are negative, then the message may be KIC or KIG. The way to test the
*V*®

to
j^

e

whether the text is tetragraphic with A and E as nulls. If so, then it is KIC. 1 e

remainder may be presumed to be KIG, but there is no positive test for KIC since
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it is trigraphic with two nulls varying with the circuit, the nulls of some circuits

being as yet unknown.

c. The presence of garbles, however, will continue to present difficulties

in system identification. There are no good rules to apply except to use a little

ingenuity. A watch must be kept for obvious garbles, e.g., if the message number

turns out to be IB, it may be that I is a garble for E. Then test the resultant

number against the series on the proper page. Furthermore, be sure that the

system indicator is consistent with the position of the nulls in the message; i.e., if

H is the indicator, do not expect the null to be E. If it is, decide whether the

indicator is wrong or the null is really something else. Care must be taken with

relays from Berne which frequently begin in one system and change to another. A

little manipulation of the trigraphs will show when this has happened, and if not,

decoding surely will.

d. Messages in which the preamble is missing will present problems

which can be solved by remembering salient characteristics of Vatican traffic. If

the residence of the addressee is missing, then the words Nunzio Apostolico in . .

.

. must not be identified as a station having instead a Delegato Apostolico. The

signatures on messages to the Vatican will invariably identify the sending station,

and rarely are both preamble and signature missing. The call signs will

occasionally indicate the circuit, though not always.

e. When the system has been identified beyond doubt, then logging may

be begun; and the following items should be entered:

(1) Date of transmission

(2) Source of intercept

(3) System

(4) Work-sheet number
(5) Indication of tenth group (optional)

(6) Time of intercept (optional)

(7) Signature (optional)

It will generally be found convenient to go through the entire body of new traffic

deciphering all message numbers at once, after which traffic should be sorted first

into messages from the Vatican and messages to the Vatican, and then into

individual circuits. This will save time in turning the pages of the log. If the

number does not coincide with that required by the date, consider the possibility

that the number is garbled. It often is, but there will be occasions when the fault

is that of the code clerk and nothing can be done except to indicate that the

message is off the proper number.
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f. After the message has been decoded, some short indication of the

subject should be indicated, and if translated or summarized, the proper numbers

should be entered, translation numbers in any case and bulletin numbers if there

are any. XBT should be clearly entered if the message is translated by the

British.
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/

OVERALL SURVEY OF VATICAN CODES
(Based on information available on 25 September 1944)

Paragraph

KIA, il cifrario rosso. British “E” code with keys 1 and 2 35

KIB, U cifrario sicdlo . British "YZ” 36

KIC, il cifrario verde. British “AE” 37

KID 38

KIE 39

KIF 40

KIG 41

KIH 42

KII, il cifrario rosso . British “E” system, keys 3 and 4 43

35. KIA, il cifrario rosso. British “E” code with keys 1 and 2

a. One-part trigraphic, with E as null; enciphered: 11,950-12,025 groups

b. Distribution: all stations except a few in Asia

c. Classification: restricted and confidential, occasionally secret

d. Encipherment: page symbol: digraphic tables without vowels

position symbol: direct standard English

alphabet without E and the

reverse of this

spelling: monoalphabetic substitution

message number: digraphic table without A and

with B, C, D, or E in first

position

system indicators: W, X, Y, Z, or B, C, D, E

e. Solution: page encipherment: better than 90 percent

position encipherment: 100 percent

spelling tables: 100 percent

vocabulary: approximately 57 percent

f. Readability: approximately 99 percent

g. Traffic: earliest 1936, current since then. Over 6,700 messages

available



36. KIB, il cifrario siallo . British “YZ”

a. One-part trigraphic, with Y and Z as nulls; enciphered by multiple

keys; probably about 15,625 groups

b. Distribution: most important stations

c. Classification: secret

d. Encipherment: page symbol:

position symbol:

spelling:

message number:

system indicators:

digraphic tables without Y
and Z

random mixed alphabets

without Y and Z

polyalphabetic based on

random mixed alphabets

same as KIA
B, C, D, E

e. Solution: page encipherment: —

position encipherment:

spelling tables:

vocabulary: __

f. Readability: none

unsolved, analysis

suspended since

1 May 1944

g.

Traffic: earliest 1942, current since then. Available to date 1188

messages.

37. KIC, il cifrario verde
, British “AE”

a. One-part tetragraphic with A and E as nulls; enciphered; no

information as to number of keys or size of book

b. Distribution: Most American stations, Berlin and Vichy

c. Classification: secret (?)

d. Encipherment: no information except system indicators I, J, K,

L, M, (N?)

e. Solution: unsolved

f. Readability: none
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g. Traffic: 1942-1943, a few messages in September 1944. Only 47

messages to date.

38. KID:

a. Uses digits; no other information available

b. Distribution: Hanoi-Hue and Bangalore

c. Solution: not studied

d. Traffic: a few since 1936, only 46 messages available

39. KIE:

a. Tetragraphic with G as null; no other information available

b. Distribution: Peking only

c. Traffic: since 1937, only 22 messages available

40. KIF:

a. One-part, trigraphic with 16 keys each using a different null, size

probably between 12,025 and 15,625 groups. May be same book as

KIB.

b. Distribution: Berlin, Berne, Lisbon, Madrid, Washington,

Vichy

c. Classification: probably secret

d. Encipherment: page symbol: digraphic with 16 tables

position symbol: random mixed alphabet

spelling: uncertain

system indicators: Q, R, S, T, U, V

e. Solution: switch groups solved about 25 percent, otherwise

unsolved

f. Readability: none

La



g. Traffic: 1942 to date, only 420 messages available

41. KIG:

a. Trigraphic with two nulls which vary with circuit. No information as

to encipherment or size ,
except system indicators are same as KIC:

I, J, K, L, M, (N?)

b. Distribution:

c. Solution:

most stations in Western Hemisphere

not studied

d. Readability: none

e. Traffic: 1941-1942, only 93 messages available

42. KIH:

a. No information available, except that distribution is confined to

Washington and system indicator is A, without variants

b. Traffic: since September 1943, only 46 messages available

43. KII, il cifrario rosso, British “E” system, keys 3 and 4:

a. Same code as KIA

b. Distribution:

c. Classification:

d. Encipherment:

e. Solution:

London only

secret

page symbol:

position symbol:

spelling:

digraphic in two keys

same as KIA
monoalphabetic substitution

system indicators: I, J, K, L, M

page symbols: 80 and 60 percent

position symbols: 100 percent

spelling: about 80 percent
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f. Readability:

g. Traffic:

about 90 percent

7 intercepts, 60 messages received from GC&CS
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XIII

AN APPRAISAL OF VATICAN CRYPTOGRAPHY

Four decades ago studies in the early history of cryptography made by the

German scholar, Aloys Meister,46 showed that as early as the fourteenth century

the Holy See was using cryptographic communications with the papal legates, and

that by the end of the fifteenth century the Roman curia employed the services of

highly skilled cryptographers. Though Meister prints in his fist of the secretaries

for cipher one who took office as recently as 1796, the bulk of his attention is

confined, of course, to the earlier period. Following Meister’s work, there is no

available information concerning Vatican cryptography until we come to the

cifrario rosso47 (KIA-KII), introduced probably about a decade ago. The British,

who so frequently in the case of other governments have been able to furnish

historical material from a period antedating the experience of this office, did not

begin to study the cifrario rosso until the summer of 1942, and the present staff

working on the problem in GC&CS has no information concerning earlier

attempts as solution of Vatican traffic in modern times.

The Annuario Ponteficio for 1943 lists Monsignor Giovanni Battista

Montini as the third in rank of the officials of the Vatican Secretariat of the State,

preceded only by the Cardinal Secretary, a post now vacant, and by the Segretario

per gli affari estraordinari , at present Monsignor Domenico Tardini. While the

late Secretary, Cardinal Luigi Maglione, was still living, Monsignor Montini

signed about a third of the messages sent from Vatican City, but these rarely ever

proved to be more than routine business; since the cardinal’s death, Monsignor

Montini has been signing a larger proportion, the remainder being signed by

Monsignor Tardini who previously never signed any. Monsignor Montini s title

“Sostituto per gli affari ordinari e Segretario della Cifra (Substitute for ordinary

business and code secretary). Messages to the Vatican intended for Monsignor

Montini will at times be marked, in code, as for Monsignor il Sostituto. This term

has in Italian doubtless less unpleasant connotations than the literal translation

would have in English. A visitor to Rome in the years immediately before the

outbreak of the present war was informed that Monsignor Montini was the

Vatican’s expert in cryptography; so apparently this prelate is not an ecclesiastic

nominally at the head of the cryptographic bureau but actually one of its experts.

If so, he is a cryptographer of no mean ability. The Vatican probably lacks

adequate facilities for radio interception and doubtless depends more on the

46
Aloys Meister. Die Geheimschrift im Dienste der pdpstlichen Kurie von ihren Anfdngen bis zum Ende des.Wi

\

Jahrhunderts (“Quellen und Forschungen aus dem Gebiete der Geschichte, vol. XI; Paderbom, 1906). Meister s

earlier work; Die Anftinge der modernen diplomatischen Geheimschrift (Paderbom. 1902), is devoted chiefly to

the cryptography practiced by the northern Italian cities.

1

See paragraphs 13-16.
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acumen of its observers in all the capitals of the world, possessed, as they are, of

an unparalleled position in the diplomatic corps, for the intelligence reports which

help to make the papal secretaries so well informed on world affairs. We may be

reasonably certain that there is no cryptanalytic section at Vatican City.

At the outset of work on the solution of Vatican systems in the SSA, the

analysts who were assigned to the task had rather little respect for the security of

these systems. This reflected the fact that they approached the problem in

medias res , at a point when the British had already solved KIA and made

considerable progress on KII.48 Moreover, the code underlying these two

encipherments was not such as to inspire much respect for the ability of its

compilers.49 It was a very small one-part code with only two keys for the position

symbol, one a direct standard alphabet minus the null, the other merely a

reversed sequence of the same letters. The code being small was very poor in

vocabulary, a defect greatly heightened by employing many highly needed groups

for the specialized phraseology of the Church. For example, all surnames had to

be excluded,50 variants were few, and phrases, of course, still fewer. The size of

the code was doubtless dictated by the used of a trigraphic code group which

permits a maximum of only 17,576 groups, if all letters are used, but here there

are further limitations. One letter was used only as a null and no vowel was

admitted to the page digraphs. Consequently, the code cannot be larger than

12,025 groups. The encipherment employed, though based on random mixed

substitution, had only two keys in one encipherment (KIA) and two in the other

(KII), and these two keys were used on alternate days. The encipherment of

proper names, likewise quite elementary, being monoalphabetic substitution, and

while two of the four keys used random mixed alphabets for the cipher

components, the other two used, respectively, a reversed standard alphabet and

an alphabet in which the vowels were placed after the consonants, both in

alphabetical order. All of these facts caused the analysts to believe that the

solution of other Vatican systems would not prove difficult.

Subsequent experience with KIB51 and KIF52
,
the only other systems on

which attempts at solution have been made, proved the contrary to be true. The
difficulties encountered showed that considerable intelligence was matched

against the analysts. These difficulties are as follows:

1X

See paragraphs 3 and 16.
19
Sec paragraphs 13-15.

50
The surname of the present pope is naturally omitted, since at the time the code was compiled Pius XII was

only Cardinal Pacelli. and the surnames of even the cardinals are omitted. Moreover, it is not possible to encode

the Latin name of the present pope, even though two popes reigning in this century before him had the same

name. “Pio” of course appears among the common first names, but “Pius” must be spelled out. On the other

hand, messages normally do not need to use the name, since the pope is regularly referred to as His Holiness or

the Holy Father. Whether the code includes the surname of the preceding pope. Achille Ratti, we have no way of

knowing, for only a very few messages are available from his reign (1922-1939).
M

See paragraphs 17-20.
52

See paragraphs 21-24.
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a. Lack of traffic. Sufficient traffic in a homogeneous system or key

is, of course, the sine qua non of all successful cryptanalysis, but, though coverage

of the radio traffic extremely high, the number of messages sent in any system

other than KIA (used for less secret communications) is relatively low. A number
of factors make this so. Pouch communication within the Vatican diplomatic

service is still possible and is widely used, not only by means of the Vatican’s own
couriers but those of friendly nations; codes used are sufficiently numerous for the

traffic; and both the secretariat and the dependent legates have kept the traffic to

an absolute minimum. For example, KIB is the most widely used of the more
secret codes. It has been regularly intercepted in the thirty-five months since

Pearl Harbor, but the total number of messages from all stations is a few more
than 1200, an average of only slightly more than one message a day. KIF has

been in use for a shorter period, but the average per day is even less, only a few

more than 400 messages being available from all stations. Only one of the other

less used systems has produced more than fifty messages: KIG in which there are

only 93, and this system is to all intents and purposes obsolete. In this respect

then, Vatican policy is far different from that of the Italians who failed to provide

enough systems for the heavy traffic sent and sent so many messages that

adequate traffic was inevitable in almost all systems and keys.

b. Accuracy of operations . The Vatican code clerks show much more

care in the preparation of messages than do those in the employ of the Italian

government. Where errors appear in the messages they are usually those of

transmission rather than of cryptography. Moreover, the central office never

commits such a blunder as the establishment of a new system through a message

in an older system. Code instructions are apparently sent from Vatican City only

in pouches, since they have never appeared in the traffic. (The few code-

instruction messages intercepted all originate with the envoys and are limited to

the establishment of addenda to the vocabulary.) Cribs between plain text and

code messages are almost nonexistent, only one such message have been

intercepted. This was a plain-text message to the Archbishop of Mexico City,

prescribing ecclesiastical regulations for Easter week in 1944. The text was

exactly the same as that of a KIA circular which had been sent previously to

various South American stations. Unfortunately, the code text was completely

readable, and the plain text was of no help. Cribs between different systems are

only slightly more frequent. If more of these are hidden in unsolved systems, at

least their existence has not yet been suspected. This high standard of accuracy is

probably to be explained by the use of ordained priests, men of high education, as

code clerks.

c. Multiple keys. This is probably the greatest obstacle in the way of

the cryptanalysis of the unsolved Vatican systems. With the cifrario rosso only

four keys are used, but in KIF there are sixteen for each station and each station
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gets a different set. In KIB the nunlber of position keys is probably thirty-one; the

number of page keys is unknown but certainly large. If, as is the case, there are

no unenciphered key indicators, and the traffic externally looks homogeneous ,

53 as

it does, the multiple key is a very strong feature.

d. External characteristics . Certain other features tend to preserve

security. One of these is the use of variants for system indicators ,

54 and the use of

nearly all, if not all, of the letters of the alphabet in these discriminants. The

message number, moreover, is always enciphered
,

55 and except for trigraphic code

numbers used only by one station ,

56 the cipher equivalents for these numbers use

every letter but A. The running together of the trigraphic code groups into

telegraphic pentagraphs also tends to conceal the trigraphic pattern, and in

general, there seems to have been a definite attempt to prepare different systems

so that the external characteristics of several will be the same. The universal

transmission of the signature in clear prevents its use as an entering wedge.

In conclusion, it may be said that the general policy was to use a relatively

simple system for communications of a routine nature, reserving the better

systems for the more secret messages. This policy must, of course, be followed by

most governments, but in this case there seems to be a greater divergence

between the simple and the complex systems, both as to form and volume of

traffic.

53
The use of letters for all but one system (KID) tends to heighten the effect of similarity.

54
See pp. 15, 29, 39. 42, 45, 57.

55
See p. 8.

56
See pp. 8. 15.
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